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Abstract 
Integrative and Conjugative Elements (ICEs) are vectors of DNA transfer and are one of the 
most important drivers of bacterial evolution. The versatility of ICEs are a product of two key 
properties: i) being able transfer efficiently and indiscriminately via a process called conjugation 
mediated by Type IV Secretion Systems (T4SS) and ii) the ability to reversibly incorporate itself 
into the bacterial chromosome via integration. In addition to genes that are essential for the 
functions of conjugation and integration, ICEs also encode a variety of additional genes called 
cargo genes. These cargo genes often code for functions that are beneficial to bacteria such as those 
contributing to increased virulence, resistance to antibiotics or adaptation to dynamic environmental 
conditions.  
The overarching aim of this thesis is focused on utilising whole genome sequence data to 
resolve the evolutionary relationships and to characterise the diversity of the ICEs associated with a 
specific T4SS subclass, called MPFG (Mating Pair Formation-G) or Genomic-Island T4SS (GI-
T4SS). The first part of this thesis examines a unique and divergent lineage of MPFG that are only 
found within the genus Legionella and represent a clear separation from all presently known MPFG. 
Reflective of its divergence from other MPFG, it is associated with a different type of ICE that lacks 
conserved genes involved in DNA replication that are present in other MPFG ICEs. Work described 
here shows that each Legionella genome encoded multiple subtypes of T4SS, each associated with a 
common set of Legionella-specific regulatory elements, suggesting that these systems were 
acquired and adapted very early on in the evolution of this genus. 
The second part of this thesis examines another group of MPFG ICEs found in 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a highly versatile, opportunistic pathogen of humans, plants and animals. 
The analyses of P. aeruginosa draft genomes are often confounded by the presence of large regions 
of differences, a large proportion of which are MPFG ICEs. The results show that MPFG ICEs in 
P. aeruginosa can be divided into three distinct lineages, each with unique genetic features such as 
the type of integrase encoded as well as the organisation of cargo genes in the element. 
Furthermore, the analysis of the cargo gene content of these elements revealed a large number of 
novel sequences that encode a wide range of adaptive functions such as atypical metabolic 
pathways and resistance to heavy metals and other toxic compounds. The results also point to the 
role of MPFG ICEs as vectors of a large environmental reservoir of novel genes that contribute to 
the accessory genome repertoire of this highly versatile pathogen.  
In the third part of this thesis a set of curated reference sequences that were representative of the 
two main divergent of MPFG ICEs lineages were used to identify and characterise MPFG ICEs 
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rapidly in draft genomes of P. aeruginosa strains. Data-mining the ever-expanding collection of 
bacterial whole genome sequences will enable us to unravel the wide range of diversity that is 
found in this family of elements, enabling a better and more detailed understanding of the impact of 
laterally acquired mobile elements to the genetic diversity of an organism. This thesis also presents 
novel insights into this group of evolutionarily related mobile elements for which studies have been 
limited by the low levels of sequence similarity and the lack of detailed, large-scale studies at the 
genomic level. Despite the inherent technical challenges in characterizing such diverse elements, it 
is this very divergence that represents the large timescale over which these elements have evolved, 
emphasizing their importance to the evolution of bacteria. 
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Chapter 1 :     Introduction 
1.1. Mobile genetic elements and their role in bacterial evolution 
1.1.1. Lateral gene transfer in bacterial evolution 
The genetic variability of bacteria arises from the combined effect of numerous modifications, 
subtractions and additions to its genetic composition over time. Since bacterial reproduction (binary 
fission) result in progeny that are virtually identical to parental cells, these changes, or mutations, 
are important in generating the phenotypic diversity needed to adapt and respond to different 
selection pressures present in different environments [1]. The types of genetic mutations that can 
occur in bacteria range from subtle changes of individual DNA base pairs to more substantial events 
involving much larger fragments. 
In addition to spontaneous DNA mutations that occur due to mistakes in DNA replication and 
intra-genome recombination, another process that can generate genetic diversity is the acquisition of 
novel genetic material from other cells or from the environment. This phenomenon, called lateral 
genetic transfer (LGT), permits the evolution of bacteria to occur at much faster rate than would be 
possible from spontaneous mutation alone [2]. The very first documented evidence of LGT was the 
transmission of virulent properties between Pneumococci strains in the landmark experiments by 
Frederick Griffith [3]. In the mid 20th century, the emerging problem of antibiotic resistance 
dissemination in Enterobacteria was attributed to ‘heritable infective particles’ that were later 
identified as extra chromosomal DNA called plasmids [4]. Antibiotic resistance, being both a 
significant concern to human health and a phenotype that could be easily tested for in laboratory 
conditions, became the main focus of LGT studies which led to the identification of numerous other 
mechanisms that underlie this fundamental force in bacterial evolution. 
When the first bacterial genome sequences became available, the full extent of LGT across the 
genome began to be understood [2]. It became evident that LGT was not only involved in the 
transmission of antibiotic resistance genes but also played a part in the acquisition of virulence 
factors and other genes that were involved in pathogenesis [5, 6]. Furthermore, comparisons of 
genome sequences have revealed that the average proportion of each bacterial genome that had 
been involved in LGT was around 21 ±9% per genome although this number was expected to vary 
depending on the method used to detect LGT events [7-11]. Based on the current set of known 
protein sequences, it was inferred that up to 75% ±11% of all protein families had been affected by 
LGT at least once throughout their evolutionary history [9]. Some researchers have even argued that 
in bacteria, LGT events are the norm rather than the exception and that the recovery of a tree-like 
phylogeny of bacteria is not possible and not representative of bacterial evolution [12].  
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Despite evidence that LGT is pervasive across bacteria phyla, certain factors do exist in limiting 
and shaping gene flow across bacterial taxa [13-17]. The two main factors that influence the rate of 
LGT is the phylogenetic distances between organisms involved and the environment that these 
organisms are found in. The likelihood of LGT was shown to decrease as the phylogenetic distances 
between donor and recipient increases, leading to the question of whether the bacterial phylogeny 
that we can infer with present methods is shaped more by shared ancestry or by the higher 
frequency of LGT [13]. The preference for LGT to happen more frequently between more closely 
related bacteria is due to fact that there are more similarities in regulatory, structural and functional 
composition of their genomes, making it more likely that a newly acquired gene can be successfully 
integrated in the new host cell [17]. Shared environments also facilitate physical proximity between 
bacterial cells presenting an opportunity for LGT to occur more readily. Selection pressures present 
in certain environments also promote the acquisition and retention of certain types genes that confer 
a fitness advantage. Well-studied examples of this are the microbial communities found in the 
gastrointestinal tract of animals and in wastewater where bacterial populations are diverse and 
dynamic selection pressures are present [18-20]. In wastewater environments for example, the 
dilution of pollutants and cytotoxic compounds result in sub-inhibitory concentrations that promote 
LGT of genes that confer greater fitness in these environments [21]. 
1.1.2. Mechanisms of Lateral Gene Transfer 
In order for LGT to occur, DNA must be translocated from a donor to a recipient cell via one of 
several mechanisms. Currently, mechanisms that have been identified can be divided into three 
main categories, namely i) transformation, ii) transduction and iii) conjugation.  
Transformation is the process that involves the uptake of naked DNA that is present in the 
environment across the cell wall and cell membrane [22, 23]. For cells to be able to uptake foreign 
DNA, the cell first needs to be in a state known as ‘competence’ which is triggered by 
environmental cues such as high cell density, presence of DNA in the environment or a shortage of 
nutrients. The exact mechanisms involved and the proportion of the population that can become 
competent varies between different species of bacteria [23]. Molecular mechanisms implicated in 
the process of transformation are related to type 4 pili (T4p), type 2 secretion systems (T2SS) and 
type IV secretion systems (T4SS) [22, 24]. 
Another mechanism of LGT called transduction is a by-product of the infective lifecycle of a 
bacteriophage virus first discovered in Salmonella [25]. Transduction occurs when bacterial DNA 
fragments are erroneously packaged into a phage capsid, which is then released into the 
environment upon cell lysis of the bacterial host. This infective phage particle then injects its own 
DNA, together with the packaged bacterial DNA into the cytosol of another bacterial cell. Two 
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types of transduction have been defined, either specialised or general transduction, depending on 
the specificity of the bacterial DNA genome that ends up being packaged into the phage head [26]. 
A less common but more efficient mechanism of transduction involves phage-like particles called 
Gene Transfer Agents (GTAs) [26, 27]. In contrast to normal phage transduction, the majority of 
GTAs produced carry random fragments of bacterial DNA and only a small number of GTAs 
actually carry the structural genes required for the expression of the GTA capsule.  
The third and most prominent mechanism for LGT is conjugation, which requires a large multi-
protein complex on the cell surface to form a channel between two cells, called the mating pair, for 
direct transfer of DNA. At the core of almost all conjugation systems are the diverse family of type 
IV secretion systems (T4SS) that can also play a role in DNA transformation and protein secretion 
[28]. The process of conjugation itself involves three steps, i) pre-processing of the DNA strand to 
be transferred, ii) recruitment of DNA to the membrane-bound T4SS and finally iii) transfer of the 
DNA into the recipient cell via a conjugative pilus encoded by the MPF genes of the T4SS. 
Conjugation mechanisms are pervasive across all bacterial lineages and can be even found in some 
groups of Archaea [28]. Although first discovered and mainly associated with conjugative plasmids, 
conjugation is also used by elements known as Integrative and Conjugative Elements [29]. 
Recent studies have also demonstrated the existence of yet another kind of cell-to-cell junction 
that can even be formed between bacterial cells of different species [30]. These structures, called 
nanotubles, appear to be an extension of the cell wall and cytoplasmic membrane and were able to 
transport cytoplasmic proteins between cells without the need for a specialised mechanism such as a 
conjugative apparatus. Although these structures appeared to be much larger and wider than 
classical conjugative pili, they were less efficient in transferring plasmids [30]. 
1.1.3. Mobile genetic elements, vehicles of LGT 
The term Mobile Genetic Elements (MGEs) refers to several classes of discrete genetic entities 
that code for the proteins required for self-mobilisation or the mobilisation of other DNA in trans 
[31]. While some MGEs are capable of intercellular transfer via one of the LGT mechanisms 
mentioned in the previous section, other MGEs utilise simpler mechanisms that restricts their 
movement to the confines of a single cell. Therefore, MGEs that are capable of intercellular transfer 
are the most prolific mechanism of LGT. 
The most basic examples of MGEs are insertion sequences (IS). In their simplest form, IS code 
for a single enzyme, a transposase, which is responsible for insertion and excision of the IS gene 
itself [32]. A key feature of IS are a pair of flanking inverted terminal DNA repeats that facilitate 
the binding of the transposase prior to excision. IS are widely distributed across all bacterial clades 
and have so far been grouped into more than 26 families based on shared features such as the type 
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of transposase encoded [33]. Even though ISs are small, their high prevalence in bacterial genomes 
can have a profound effect on gene regulation and transcription. Multiple copies of IS can also 
result in homologous recombination within genomes causing large rearrangements of the 
chromosome [34]. 
One step higher in complexity are transposons and composite transposons. Transposons are 
DNA elements that code for transposases as well as other genes that are not involved in mobility. 
These additional passenger or cargo genes often provide beneficial phenotypes to the bacterial host 
that carries it, such as antibiotic resistance [35]. The structure of a typical composite transposon 
such as Tn10 consists of two IS elements, one on each end of the transposon, allowing the entire 
element to be cut or copied and reinserted into a different location in the genome [35]. 
Larger types of MGEs that are capable of intercellular transfer include phage, plasmids and 
ICEs. Phage, or bacteriophage, are viruses capable of infecting bacterial cells and may also 
integrate their genetic material into the chromosome of the infected bacterial cell. Phage DNA that 
has been embedded into a bacterial chromosome is known as a prophage and can be vertically 
transferred during bacterial replication. Upon the upregulation of prophage genes and resumption of 
the bacteriophage lytic cycle, the phage genes are packaged into protein capsules called phage head 
capsids. Occasionally, DNA originating from the host bacteria ends up being packed in one of the 
phage capsids and can be transferred to other bacteria that is subsequently infected. Prophage 
genomes have been shown to carry several important pathogenicity factors such as the Shiga toxin 
encoded by the STX phage in enterohaemorrahagic Escherichia coli [36]. 
Plasmids were among the earliest recognised vectors of MGEs largely due to their episomal 
nature and their association with antibiotic resistance [37]. The defining property of a plasmid lies 
in its ability to form a stable, circular DNA molecule that is separate from the rest of the bacterial 
chromosome. Plasmids range in size from one to two kilobases (Kbp) up to hundreds of kilobases 
[38]. Although conjugation via T4SS is one of the prerequisites for the transmission of plasmids, a 
class of mobilisable plasmids have been identified that do not encode any conjugation machinery 
and instead utilise conjugation systems encoded by other plasmids [39]. Plasmids also encode genes 
for self-replication and are able to self-replicate and may exist in single or multiple copies per cell. 
Regulation of plasmid copy number ensures that plasmids are maintained in a population by being 
passed on during cellular replication but at the same time are not imposing too high of a fitness cost 
on the bacterial host. [40]. The genes for the core functions of replication, stability and mobility are 
often organised into distinct modules on a plasmid [41]. Whole and partial modules have been 
shown to be exchanged regularly between plasmids as well as between the host genome and 
plasmids [42]. In addition to core modules, plasmids also encode non-essential genes that confer 
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beneficial phenotypes such as antibiotic resistance to their host. These additional genes can be 
incorporated into a plasmid via the acquisition of transposons and/or gene capture mechanisms that 
utilize gene exchange and recombination facilitated by genetic elements called integrons [41]. 
Another group of MGEs called Integrative and Conjugative Elements (ICEs) are similar to 
plasmids in that they also use the T4SS-based conjugation to self-mobilise. Unlike plasmids, 
however, ICEs are able to integrate into bacterial host genomes using integration mechanisms that 
are related to those found in bacteriophage. Consequently, ICEs have been described as a hybrid of 
both plasmids and phage and are able to exploit the flexibility of conjugation and the stability of 
integration. 
It must be noted that although MGEs have been traditionally been classified into the categories 
defined above, it has become evident that many of these elements are modular and are often made 
up of a combination of one or more of these features [43]. It is therefore difficult to say for sure 
where one type or class of MGE ends and where another starts. Evolutionary studies of the T4SS, 
for example, have shown that both plasmids and ICEs have arisen multiple times within the same 
monophyletic group. This relationship is reflected in the common features that are shared by both 
plasmids and ICEs [29]. In addition, smaller MGEs such as IS and transposons are also able to 
integrate into plasmids, ICEs and phage, forming composite MGEs. This is also a strategy that 
permits IS and Tn to be laterally transferred into other cells. 
1.2. Integrative and Conjugative Elements 
1.2.1. Definition of an ICE 
The term ICE was proposed by Burrus and colleagues in 2002 to refer to a heterogeneous group 
of MGEs that were capable of self-transfer via conjugation and integration into bacterial genomes 
[44]. Thus, the term ICE can refer to any element that encodes the genes required for conjugation 
and integration/excision regardless of the type of integrase, the specificity of integration or the type 
of conjugation mechanism used. The earliest ICEs were identified in Enterococcus faecalis (Tn916) 
and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron (CTnDOT) and Vibrio cholera (SXT) [45-47]. These elements 
have also been called a number of different names, including conjugative transposons (CTn), 
genomic islands (GI) and even integrative ‘plasmids’. 
The heterogeneity of ICEs is due to the fact that different combinations of integration and 
conjugation systems can be found [48]. The integration module of ICEs, for example, can encode 
either a tyrosine recombinase, serine recombinase or a DDE transposase, which are more commonly 
found in IS and transposons. For the vast majority of ICEs, integration is mediated by tyrosine 
recombinases. Only some ICEs that have been found in the bacterial phyla firmicutes and 
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actinobacteria, encode either a serine recombinase (Clostridium difficile CTn5 and Tn5397) or a 
non site-specific DDE transposase (Staphylococcus aureus ICE6013, TnGBS1 and TnGBS2) [49, 
50]. Consequently, the integration sites recognised by ICEs are just as diverse. Most ICEs integrate 
into the 3’ end of highly conserved tRNA genes but other conserved sequences such as house 
keeping genes are also known integration sites [51]. 
Most ICEs utilise a variant of the diverse family of T4SS for conjugation, encoded by the MPF 
and MOB genes [29]. Only a few exceptions have been found in Actinobacteria, which are 
transferred in the form of double-stranded DNA instead of single-stranded DNA. The DNA transfer 
mechanism employed by Actinobacterial ICEs is more closely related to the SpoIIIE/FtsK DNA 
translocation proteins that are involved in chromosomal segregation during cell division [52]. In the 
light of recent evolutionary studies of the T4SS conjugative mechanism of both plasmids and ICEs, 
it has been proposed that some ICEs and plasmids are derived from the same ancestral lineage of 
conjugative mobile elements and the switch between ICE and plasmid has occurred in multiple 
times [29]. This can be explained by an acquisition of integration genes by plasmids or conversely, 
the loss of integration genes by ICEs.  
Experimental evidence of integration, excision and conjugative transfer of ICEs is often used to 
confirm the presence of a bona fide ICE. However, this method can sometimes be inadequate for 
the detection of elements that are excised and transferred at extremely low frequencies or only 
under specific conditions [53]. In addition, ICEs that are not excisable and/or transferable may have 
lost these abilities due to pseudogenisation or the degradation of key components over time. These 
vestigial ICEs often remain permanently integrated into a bacterial chromosome and appear as 
genomic islands and may undergo further degradation depending oh the selection pressures on these 
islands. Integrative and mobilisable elements (IME) are also another class of MGE related to ICEs 
that rely on the conjugative apparatus encoded on either an ICE or a plasmid in the same cell [44]. 
These IMEs usually only encode integrase and other genes that allow in trans mobilisation.   
Some ICEs also encode genes involved in replication suggesting that these elements are capable 
of autonomous replication and do not rely on the replication mechanisms of the host cell [54-56]. 
Self-replication of ICE elements is required when the element is excised from the chromosome and 
exists in a transient circular form that is reminiscent of plasmids. Replication is also likely to be a 
step that is required for the transfer of an element via the rolling-circle replication mechanism as 
observed in the element ICEBs1 [57].  
1.2.2. Classification of ICEs 
Due to their modular nature, the different parts of ICEs are susceptible to recombination making 
the determination of a linear phylogeny encompassing all ICEs nearly impossible. Taking the 
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conjugative T4SS module as an example, various combinations of the T4SS MPF and MOB genes 
have been found, demonstrating that even recombination within modules has occurred throughout 
the evolution of ICE in bacteria [29]. Nevertheless, recent studies have shown that the phylogenies 
of both the MPF genes and the MOB gene provide a useful basis for the classification of ICEs and 
other conjugative elements across bacterial phyla [29]. Furthermore, the MPF is an 11-gene operon, 
making it less likely to tolerate a recombination event that disrupts the transcription of the operon  
compared to the single gene modules of the MOB and integrase. 
1.2.3. Cargo genes of ICEs 
In addition to the core modules of mobility, integration, maintenance and regulation, ICEs also 
encode additional genes known as cargo genes.  These cargo regions are themselves laterally 
acquired via smaller MGE and have a significant impact on the phenotype of the host organism [5, 
48]. These cargo genes make up the bulk of genetic and size variation between closely related ICEs 
[48]. In order to preserve the function and transcription of the core ICE genes, the insertion of these 
cargo genes are only tolerated at specific positions of the ICE [58]. The importance of cargo genes 
lies in the diversity of functions they encode, such as antibiotic resistance, virulence, resistance to 
heavy metal and other toxic compounds as well as additional metabolic pathways that enable the 
utilisation of unusual carbon sources [58]. 
1.3. Mechanisms of Integration 
1.3.1. Integrases, catalysts of DNA recombination  
The ability of ICEs to integrate into the bacterial host chromosome at specific sites is a key 
feature that distinguishes them from plasmids [29]. This reaction is catalysed by a DNA-breaking 
and re-joining enzyme called an integrase (Int). Integrases were first identified in bacteriophages 
and are used by phage to incorporate their own DNA into the bacterial genome [59]. This allows the 
bacteriophage DNA to remain in a dormant form called a prophage, which can then be replicated 
along with the bacterial genome during cell division. Integrases have also been found to play a role 
in other cellular processes of bacteria including the inversion of DNA and the resolution of DNA 
dimers of homologous sister chromatids are present during cell division [60, 61]. 
Site-specific integrases can be divided into two distinct classes: tyrosine recombinases and 
serine recombinases, each named after the active site residue that catalyses the breakage of the 
substrate DNA backbone. Tyrosine and serine integrases are unrelated based on their active site and 
overall structure and also catalyse DNA recombination differently [62]. Tyrosine recombinases 
recognize longer DNA motifs than serine recombinases and also require additional co-factors to 
catalyse the recombination reaction [63]. 
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Another integration mechanism that has been found in a small number of ICEs is the DDE 
recombinase, which is typically associated with non-specific recombination of transposable 
elements. However, DDE recombinases associated with ICEs in Streptococcus spp. appear to target 
specific sites in gene promoter sequences [50]. 
1.3.2. The catalytic reaction of site-specific recombinases 
Tyrosine recombinases mediate the recombination of one DNA molecule strand to another via 
the presence of a short identical or nearly identical DNA sequence found on both the ICE/phage 
(attP) and the target insertion site (attB) (Figure 1) [62, 63]. The attP and attB sites share a short 6-
8 bp overlap sequence, and additionally, inverted binding sites for the integrase and other co-factors 
also flank the attP sequence. The first DNA cutting step breaks the phosphodiester bonds of one 
strand of each DNA molecule and ligates the cut strand to the exposed 3’ of the other strand, 
forming an intermediate structure called the Holliday junction. Upon the cutting and ligation of the 
remaining strands, the Holliday junction is resolved, resulting in two copies of a hybrid attP/attB 
sequence, on left and right of the insertion, now known as attL and attR, respectively [63]. 
The recombination of sequences by serine recombinases on the other hand, can involve shorter 
overlap sequences of between 3-12 bp and does not require additional binding sites around the attP 
sequence. Instead of the formation of a Holliday junction, serine recombinases catalyse a staggered 
cut of all four strands of DNA involved, forming a 2 bp overhang that is then rotated and ligated to 
the opposing strands [63]. 
 
Figure 1 A schematic of the reversible integration and excision reaction showing attP, attB, attL and attR sites. 
Source:  Fogg et al. 2014 [64] 
While some integrases may catalyse both the integration and excision reaction, other 
integrases require the presence a recombinase directionality factor (RDF) or excisionase (Xis) that 
reverses the reaction of the integrase. The excisionase is usually a smaller protein and encodes 
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DNA binding domains that are thought to change the conformation of the DNA around the attL and 
attR sites, causing the integrase to catalyse the reverse recombination reaction between attL and 
attR [65]. 
1.3.3. ICEs and integrases 
Previous evolutionary studies of tyrosine recombinases have shown that for the majority of 
integrases (~70%), there is a clustering of the integrase family with their genetic background, either 
chromosomal or as part of an ICE or a phage [66]. The remaining integrases fall into families that 
are found on different types of elements, suggesting that integrases usually form a stable association 
either ICEs or phage but are also capable of recombination or lateral transfer [66-68]. There is also 
a strong association between the phylogeny of the integrase and the insertion site targeted [68]. 
1.4. Type IV Secretion Systems in Conjugation 
1.4.1. Type IV Secretion Systems 
T4SSs are one of the seven types of secretion systems identified so far in bacteria that are 
involved in the translocation of DNA and/or protein substrates in and out of the cell. Despite their 
common function, T4SSs share no detectable homology to any of the other known secretion 
systems. Along with DNA conjugation of ICEs and plasmids, the large and diverse family of T4SSs 
are also known to play a role in the translocation of proteins and DNA-protein complexes. 
T4SS can be categorised based on the type of substrate that it secretes and the manner in which 
these substrates are secreted, either directly into another cell or into the external milieu of the cell. 
T4SS involved in DNA conjugation are by far the most prevalent [29]. A well-known example of 
conjugative T4SS is the sex-pilus encoded by the F plasmid in Escherichia coli. This T4SS enables 
the transfer of the F plasmid from an F+ donor cell to an F- cell that does not carry the plasmid [69]. 
The current model of DNA conjugation proposes that the transfer of DNA occurs in three steps 
[28]. First, the DNA substrate is processed by the DNA transfer and replication (Dtr) proteins which 
includes the relaxase or MOB protein responsible for binding and nicking the target DNA at a 
specific site called the origin of transfer (oriT). This DNA-protein complex of the Dtr proteins and 
substrate DNA is then recruited to actual conjugation apparatus on the cell membrane via the Type 
IV Coupling Protein (T4CP). The final step involves the translocation of the single-stranded DNA 
substrate still bound to the Dtr complex across the inner and outer membrane into the recipient cell 
mediated by the T4SS multi-subunit channel composed of Mating Pair Formation (MPF) proteins. 
T4SS are also able to deliver a wide range of proteins into other bacterial cells and even 
eukaryotic cells of plants and animals. These proteins, called effectors, are important virulence 
factors for several Proteobacterial pathogens. For example, Legionella pneumophila and Coxiella 
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burnetti, both encode a T4SS that is responsible for the secretion of up to 300 protein effectors used 
to subvert the phagocytic response of its eukaryotic host [70-72]. This T4SS, called the Defect in 
organelle trafficking/Intracellular multiplication (Dot/Icm) system, allows these bacteria to hijack 
the phagocytic vacuole for its own reproduction. Another example is found in the pathogen 
Helicobacter pylori, which uses a T4SS to secrete the cytotoxin-associated gene A (CagA) protein 
that causes gastric cancer in humans [73]. Some protein-secreting T4SS are also capable of 
translocating DNA such as the well-characterised A. tumefaciens Vir T4SS that is able to inject the 
tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmid and several protein effectors involved in virulence into plant cells [74, 
75]. Two other examples of protein secretion systems that have been found to transfer DNA are the 
Dot/Icm system in L. pneumophila and the Vir system in Bartonella hensale. 
Finally, the least common function of T4SSs is the translocation of substrates across the cell 
wall without the need for a specific recipient cell. The Neisseria gonorrhoeae Gonococcal Genetic 
Island (GGI), for example, encodes a T4SS that is able to secrete chromosomal DNA into the 
surrounding milieu [76]. The presence of environmental DNA facilitates the occurrence of LGT in 
N. gonorrhoeae by allowing other cells in the vicinity to then uptake the DNA via transformation 
[77]. The H. pylori ComB T4SS, on the other hand, works in the opposite manner, catalysing the 
uptake of DNA from the environment. This method of natural transformation via T4SS has so far 
been found to be unique to H. pylori [78, 79]. All other transformation systems utilise a 
transformation pilus that is unrelated to the H. pylori competence protein B (ComB) system. A 
T4SS in Bordetella pertussis is also able to cause human disease by secreting the pertussis toxin 
(PTX) into the external milieu [80].  
1.4.2. Classification and phylogeny of T4SS 
Some attempts at classifying T4SSs have been based on their different roles as mentioned 
previously: DNA conjugation, protein secretion or substrate uptake/release [28]. However, 
functional similarity is not always reflective of the underlying genetic composition and thus 
classifications based on phylogeny have also been used. The first of these classifications divided 
T4SS into two main groups, represented by the Vir systems of A. tumefaciens (Type IVA) or the 
protein secreting Dot/Icm (Type IVB) [81, 82]. T4SS classifications based on similarity to 
conjugative plasmids from the incompatibility groups IncF, IncP and IncI also gave rise to T4SS 
being classified as F-type, P-type and I-type, respectively [69]. With the expanding collection of 
bacterial genome sequences, a more comprehensive classification system was introduced, based on 
the phylogeny of three nearly universal T4SS components i) the MPF ATPase VirB4, ii) the VirD4 
T4CP and iii) the relaxase or MOB [29, 39, 83]. Although the phylogenies of the three proteins 
were incongruent, some common phylogenetic associations were observed. These results show that 
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the T4CP and the Dtr complex, represented by MOB, had largely co-evolved with a specific MPF 
type with occasional recombination events throughout the evolutionary history of T4SS [84]. The 
VirB4 ATPase, which is the only universally conserved component of the MPF machinery, appears 
to be the most intuitive and natural way of classifying T4SSs and was also in agreement with the 
previous classification methods based on similarity [84]. As a result of this expansive phylogeny, 
all T4SS can be divided into one of eight MPF groups, MPFI, MPFC, MPFG, MPFT, MPFB, MPFF, 
MPFFA and MPFFATA. 
 
Table 1 Examples of MPF types 
MPF type Distribution 
Associated 
MOB Example Elements 
MPFI Proteobacteria P,F,H R64 
MPFC Cyanobacteria P,F 
 MPFG Proteobacteria H ICESb1, pKLC102, clc, ICEHin1056, LGI  
MPFT Proteobacteria P, F, Q, H, C pTi, Lvh, pKM101, R388, H. pylori ComB  
MPFB Bacteroidetes P, B CTnDOT 
MPFF Proteobacteria F, H SXT ICE, Leg plasmid pLPL, F plasmid, GGI DNA release 
MPFFA Firmicutes, Actinobacteria C ICEBs1, Tn916 
MPFFATA 
Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, 
Ternericutes, Archaea P, Q TnGBS2 
Adapted from [84] and [51] 
Based on this classification, the distinction between T4SS encoded by diderm and monoderm 
bacteria is represented by two distinct lineages, with the latter encoding only MPFFA and MPFFATA. 
The MPF, T4CP and MOB phylogenies also reveal that the T4SS was likely to have first evolved as 
a conjugation mechanism in diderm bacteria, which then spread into the monoderms with reduction 
in complexity [84, 85]. The early association of T4SS with diderm bacteria is also reflected in the 
diverse exaptations of T4SS, especially within Proteobacteria. The MPFF, MPFT, MPFI and MPFG 
clades are all encoded within Proteobacteria and include the various protein secretion systems as 
well as uptake/release systems described previously. 
1.4.3. Structure and Mechanism of T4SS 
Comprehensive structural studies of the T4SSs secretion apparatus has so far only been 
performed for the A. tumefaciens Ti plasmid, the broad host range R388 plasmid and pKKM101, all 
members of the MPFT clade [86]. These studies reveal a markedly different arrangement from the 
Type 3 Secretion System (T3SS), another secretion system involved in the secretion of proteins 
effectors in pathogenic bacteria [87]. Unlike the T3SS, the MPFT machinery does not form a 
continuous channel spanning both inner and outer membranes. Instead, the Vir proteins of MPFT 
were found to assemble into two distinct portions, forming the inner and outer membrane complex 
respectively, joined together by an unidentified flexible stalk-like structure [87]. The outer 
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membrane complex (OMC), also known as the core complex, was the first structure to be identified 
and comprises 14 copies of each VirB7, VirB9 and VirB10 arranged in a symmetric circle [86]. The 
inner membrane complex (IMC) was more recently identified and was also made up of multiple 
copies of VirB3 (12 copies), VirB4 (12 copies), VirB6 (24 copies) and VirB8 (12 copies) [87]. 
Incidentally, some of the proteins that make up the OMC and IMC are among the most well 
conserved subunits across MPF types. The most highly conserved subunit in terms of sequence 
diversity and ubiquity is VirB4, likely due to its integral role as an ATPase providing the energy 
required for the translocation process. VirB11 is the second most widely conserved subunit also 
encoding an ATPase but is notably missing from the well-characterised MPFF F-plasmid 
conjugation system [69]. The T4CP VirD4 is also an ATPase and all three ATPases have been 
shown to interact with the IMC in MPFT, although the exact localisation of VirB11 and VirD4 is 
presently unknown.  
 
 
Figure 2. MPF gene homologies between MPF-F, I, G and T in Proteobacteria. Genes with the same colour 
represent homologs. Source: Guglielmini et al. 2014 Nucl. Acids Res. [88] 
Due to the heterogeneity in the number of genes encoded, the architecture of each MPF subtype 
is expected to vary somewhat. Each of the four Proteobacterial MPF clades in (MPFF, MPFT, MPFI 
and MPFG) encode between four to ten specific genes that do not have detectable homologs in any 
of the other MPF types (Figure 2) [39]. To illustrate this, the MPFI systems of the L. pneumophila 
effector-secreting Dot/Icm codes for a total of 25 Dot/Icm genes, and only 18 of these have 
homologs in another MPFI, the R64 IncI plasmid. The larger numbers of genes that make up the 
MPFII systems also result in a higher complexity OMC compared to the MPFT Vir structure [89].  
Even within the MPFT clade there is some variation in the number and arrangement of Vir genes 
[84]. Some of this variation is due to the copy number of genes with some components missing in 
some MPF systems. It is possible that the T4SS apparatus encoded by these versions either manage 
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to do away with these subunits or have substituted these subunits with an analogous protein. Some 
subunits were also found to be fused together (e.g. VirB4 and VirB3) or encoded by duplicated 
genes (VirB2 and VirB6) [28, 74]. The loss of the MOB subunit in some T4SSs has also been 
linked to the exaptation of a DNA translocating system into a protein translocating system [84]. 
How these variations are reflected in the overall assembly and function of other T4SS systems 
remains to be seen. 
1.5. MPFG-associated ICEs in Proteobacteria 
1.5.1. Introduction to MPFG-associated ICEs 
MPFG-associated ICEs (MPFG ICEs) are the focus of this thesis and are defined as the 
evolutionarily related family of elements encoding the MPFG T4SS, as described in Guglielmini et 
al. 2011. The MPFG system has so far been exclusively associated with Integrative and Conjugative 
Elements [29, 55]. Surveys of published bacterial genome sequences have also shown that MPFG 
systems are found across D, E and J-Proteobacteria and are likely to have been laterally transferred 
across these clades by the ICEs they are found on [29]. With the minimum requirement that at least 
some of the MPFG genes are present, partial or degraded elements are also considered to be 
derivatives of MPFG ICEs. Furthermore, not all MPFG ICEs have been experimentally proven to be 
mobile and thus, the mobility of MPFG ICEs is not a definitive trait. 
Phenotypes associated with MPFG ICEs were discovered long before the mobile elements 
responsible for their transmission were recognised. In one of the earliest reports involving MPFG 
ICEs, genes responsible for the degradation of chloroaromatic compounds in Pseudomonas 
knackmussii strain B13 were found to be transmissible despite the absence of a plasmid [90, 91]. 
Other important phenotypes such as virulence and antibiotic resistance were also found on 
chromosomally encoded ‘genomic-islands’ [92-94]. Initially, these elements were grouped together 
with other mechanistically similar but unrelated ICEs on the basis of having an integrase and 
possessing the ability to self-transfer [44, 95]. Eventually, more of these genomic islands were 
identified in bacterial genomes sharing extensive regions of gene synteny with one another, leading 
to the inference that these elements were evolutionarily related [53, 94, 96, 97]. One of the factors 
that hindered the recognition of this group was the absence of many archetypal T4SS genes that 
were found in other well-characterised conjugative elements. These elements were also found to 
encode antibiotic resistance and virulence factors in pathogenically important bacteria such as S. 
enterica, H. influenza and P. aeruginosa, generating interest in this family of elements [94, 96, 98, 
99].   
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Table 2 Notable examples of MPFG ICEs in Proteobacteria 
Organism Elements Reference 





Pseudomonas spp. pKLC102, PAPI-1, PAGI-2, 
PAGI-3, PAGI-5, LESGI-5, 
clc element 
[101] 
Salmonella spp. SPI-7, ICESb1, ICESb2, 
ICESb3, ICESb4, CTnscr94 
[99] 
Escherichia coli ICEEc2, BEN374-AGI5 [98] 
Yersinia spp.  YAPIye, ICEYe1, YAPIyptb, 
YAPIIP31758 
[99] 
Citrobacter rodentium ICECr1 [102] 
Erwinia carotovora HAI2 [99] 
In 2007, Juhas and colleagues presented the first experimental evidence that the MPFG genes in 
H. influenza (ICEHin1056) were indeed responsible for a conjugative T4SS [55]. Seven MPFG 
genes were shown to be essential for conjugation of the ICEHin1056 element and six of these genes 
were required for the formation of a pilus [55]. Phylogenetic analyses of the ICEHin1056 T4SS, 
other MPFG and other well-characterised T4SS showed that the T4SS genes from this group of 
elements were monophyletic and were distinct from other known T4SSs. This led to the 
classification of this subclass of T4SS as Genomic Island T4SS or GI-T4SS as they were 
exclusively associated with genomic islands [55]. In this thesis, the term MPFG refers specifically to 
the product of the MPF gene cluster but can also be used interchangeably with GI-T4SS. 
In addition to genes of the MPFG conjugation system, a number of other genes were also 
conserved across MPFG ICEs. 15 to 18 genes were predicted to code for a replication module, with 
at least four of these homologous to genes involved in plasmid and DNA replication [55]. Self-
replication is not a common feature of ICEs although some ICEs in Firmicutes have been shown to 
encode plasmid-like replication systems [50]. A third conserved module, consisting of an integrase, 
is also conserved across MPFG ICEs. The integrase found in MPFG ICEs belong to either the 
XerC/D or P4-like integrase families. Additionally, some MPFG ICEs encode a Type 4b pilus 
cluster although the phenotypic differences between ICEs that do or do not carry this cluster is 
unknown. 
The nomenclature used in the literature to refer to MPFG ICEs has also obfuscated the 
relationship between these MPFG ICEs. Some MPFG ICEs were first isolated in their transient 
circular episomal form and were given plasmid designations (e.g. pKLC102, p1056). Even when 
ICEs were sequenced as part of the chromosome, they were sometimes mistakenly classified as 
either conjugative transposons (CTns) or the general categorisation of genomic islands (e.g. 
P. aeruginosa Genomic Island-2: PAGI-2, Yersinia Adhesion Pathogenicity Island: YAPI and 
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Salmonella Pathogenicity Island-3: SPI-7). The use of the term Genomic-Island (GI) to describe 
these ICEs is inadequate, as the term can also be used to describe any other ‘foreign’ region of a 
bacterial genome that has features of being acquired via lateral gene transfer, such as prophages. 
The high level of sequence divergence between MPFG ICEs, with very little sequence 
conservation at the nucleotide level, has made comparative analyses between distantly related 
elements extremely difficult. As a result, comprehensive studies of MPFG ICEs have been limited to 
closely related elements with higher sequence identity, such as those found within the 
Proteobacterial families of Enterobacteriaceae or Pseudomonadaceae [56, 99].  
The first MPFG ICE discovered in Pseudomonas was the clc element in P. knackmusii strain 
B13 which encoded genes required for the degradation of chlorobenzene, a component of 
herbicides and an environmental pollutant [90]. Another MPFG ICE (pKLC102) in the human 
pathogen P. aeruginosa strain C was later found to confer resistance to the antibiotic tobramycin 
[56]. Two other MPFG ICEs closely related to pKLC102, P. aeruginosa Pathogenicity Island 1 
(PAPI-1) and Genomic Island-5 (PAGI-5) were also found to enhance the virulence of the 
P. aeruginosa strains that each was found in [93, 103]. The PAGI-4 and ExoU-A islands are also 
highly degraded MPFG ICEs based on the presence of several homologous fragments [104]. The 
MPFG ICEs are the largest discrete MGEs in P. aeruginosa genomes, with an average size of 
around 100 Kbp [105]. MPFG ICEs are thus substantial components of the accessory genome of 
P. aeruginosa and play a significant role in intra-specific diversity of P. aeruginosa [101].  
Not much is known about MPFG ICEs in Legionella. Homologs of MPFG ICEs were first 
identified in the genome of L. pneumophila and were encoded in a region of genomic plasticity that 
was also a hotspot for secreted effector proteins that were involved in virulence [102]. It was 
proposed that the multiple MPF systems and ICEs that were present in this pathogen (MPFF, MPFT, 
MPFI and MPFG) played a role in the acquisition of the large number of protein effectors via LGT 
[102]. 
1.6. The role of MGEs in comparative genomics of Bacteria 
1.6.1. Introduction to genome sequencing and the influence of MGEs 
Whole genome sequencing is a method of determining the order of DNA bases that make up the 
complete genetic instructions of an organism. For most bacteria, the bulk of the genome is found as 
a single, circular, double-stranded molecule comprised of anywhere between a few hundred 
thousand to millions of base pairs [106, 107].  
 Different technologies have been developed over the years to sequence DNA, beginning with 
chain-termination or Sanger sequencing in the 1970s [108]. Newer sequencing technologies 
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improved on this by utilising other chemistries in order to sequence larger amounts of DNA at a 
time, leading to a reduction in the cost of sequencing bacterial genomes [109]. All of the ‘next-
generation’ sequencing technologies developed after Sanger sequencing achieved this increase in 
output by increasing the number of sequencing reactions that can be carried out in a single 
instrument and are more accurately referred to as massively-parallel or high-throughput sequencing. 
 
Table 3 Summary of current sequencing technologies with the read lengths and maximum yield of each technology. 
Instrument Manufacturer Read length (base pairs) 
Maximum yield:  
Billions of base pairs 
per run (Gbp) 
454 GS FLX  Roche Up to 1000 0.7 
HiSeq 2500 Illumina 2 × 250 (paired end) 1000 
550xl SOLiD Life Technologies 2 × 60 (paired end) 240 
PacBio RS II Pacific Biosciences 8500 (up to 18 Kbp) 0.4 
MiSeq Illumina 2 × 300 (paired end) 15 
Ion PGM (Ion 
Torrent) 
Life Technologies Up to 400 2 
PII (Ion Proton) Life Technologies 100 32 
Adapted from Loman et al. 2012 [110] and AllSeq website: allseq.com/knowledgebank 
Due to physical and technological limitations, all currently available sequencing technologies  
can only generate read lengths of up to a thousand bases, with the exception of the PacBio RSII 
system that is currently able to output maximum read lengths just over 40 Kbp. Therefore, in order 
to be able to sequence the entire genome, an approach called whole genome shotgun sequencing 
(WGS) is used. In WGS sequencing, the isolated DNA is first broken up into smaller fragments, 
which are then randomly sequenced either from a single end or from both ends (paired-end). To 
reconstruct the original sequence, a computationally intensive process of finding overlapping read 
fragments is then performed. This step, called de novo genome assembly, uses a variety of different 
algorithms such as De Bruijn Graphs and the Overlap/Layout/Consensus methods which have 
varying levels of efficiency depending on the features of the genome that was sequenced [111]. A 
major bottleneck in de novo assembly is the presence of repetitive DNA sequences, usually due to 
MGEs such as transposons and ISs [112]. Unresolved repeats cause assemblies to be broken up into 
partially assembled fragments, called contigs, that cannot be definitively joined together. Newer 
sequencing technologies, such as Single-Molecule Real-Time (SMRT) sequencing by Pacific 
Biosciences, are capable of generating longer read lengths and looks to reduce the extent of this 
problem in the near future [113, 114]. 
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In addition to de novo genome assembly, sequenced reads can also be mapped to a closely 
related reference genome sequence that has been completely sequenced. This approach can be used 
to reveal sequence differences relative to the reference but is not capable of resolving regions that 
are not present in the reference [111]. These inter-genomic regions-of-difference are mainly caused 
by lateral gene transfer events, especially due to large MGEs such as prophages and ICEs. 
1.6.2. Analyses of the accessory genome and the role of ICEs 
The reduced cost of DNA sequencing has resulted in a rapid increase in the number of bacterial 
genomes that have been sequenced [115]. Typical comparative analyses of bacterial genomes now 
involve hundreds of isolates aimed at resolving evolutionary relationships or identifying the genetic 
differences between strains that contribute to important phenotypes such as virulence, antibiotic 
resistance and persistence [116, 117]. A large proportion of these studies are focused on detecting 
differences in the core genome, which are the set of genes conserved across organisms belonging to 
the same species or subspecies. This type of comparison is relatively straightforward and more 
importantly, easily scalable to include a very large number of genomes. An analysis of the core 
genome is usually the first step for most epidemiological and evolutionary studies. 
The remaining genes that are not part of the core genome are referred to as the accessory 
genome, the size of which varies between species. A larger and more diverse accessory genome is a 
common feature in the genomes of bacterial species that live in environments where LGT is more 
likely to occur due to the presence of other donor cells, MGEs and free-floating naked DNA [20, 
118, 119]. Furthermore, bacteria with diverse accessory genomes also benefit from having a varied 
gene repertoire to respond dynamic selection pressures in their environments. In contrast, 
intracellular bacteria that live in isolated and relatively stable environmental niches are more likely 
to have fewer accessory genes [120, 121]. 
The identification and characterisation of large integrated MGEs, such as ICEs and phage are 
therefore an important factor when analysing the content of the accessory genome.  ICEs and phage 
have been shown to be responsible for a large proportion of inter-genomic variation in several 
species of bacteria, and can sometimes represent the difference between non-pathogenic and 
pathogenic strains [122, 123]. Typically, the identification of an ICE or phage in the genome is 
based on a comparison to a closely related sequence found in another genome. However, due to the 
actively recombining nature and diversity of ICEs and phage, they are usually only partially 
conserved between different genomes. The presence of IS and Tn in multiple copies within these 
MGEs also result in the presence of multiple and long repeated sequences. These repeats become 
problematic for assemblies because of the ambiguity in determining the position of DNA fragments 
that are bounded by these repeats. 
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 In order to get a clearer picture of the structure and composition of these mosaic elements, 
pairwise comparisons against multiple other reference sequences are needed. 
As mentioned previously, MPFG ICEs are prevalent across Proteobacteria and due to their size, 
constitute a large component of the accessory genome in several pathogenic species. In 
Pseudomonas spp., for example, a comparison of closely related genomes will reveal large regions 
of difference that are often different variants of MPFG ICEs [124]. Currently, MPFG ICEs are not 
well characterised and are often poorly annotated due to their diversity. This is especially a problem 
with automatically annotated draft genomes, where misannotated genes can be easily and rapidly 
propagated into other automatically annotated genomes. This phenomenon, called ‘genome rot’, 
becomes increasingly problematic as the number of automatically annotated genomes increases. 
A deeper understanding of the diversity, organisation and evolution of MPFG ICEs is therefore 
critical for the improved identification and characterisation of the accessory genome in bacterial 
species that they are present in.  
1.6.3. Introduction to thesis chapters.  
This thesis focuses on MPFG ICEs found in two genera of gamma-Proteobacteria: Legionella 
and Pseudomonas. Characteristically, MPFG ICEs in these organisms have also been previously 
found in regions that are highly variable and sometimes play a role in the pathogenicity of each 
respective organism. What distinguishes the MPFG ICEs in Legionella and Pseudomonas from other 
MPFG ICEs found in other Proteobacteria is that they both have distinctive distributions across the 
MPFG phylogeny. The first results chapter, Chapter 2, is presented as a research article published 
in the journal PLoS ONE. This chapter describes, for the first time, a unique group of MPFG ICEs 
found in the opportunistic human pathogen Legionella pneumophila. MPFG ICE genes that were 
detected in the genus Legionella formed a distinct and divergent outgroup to all other MPFG ICEs 
and were reflective of several unique features that were unique to this clade as a result of adaptation 
to Legionella. In Chapter 3, we turned our investigation to sequenced genomes of the genus 
Pseudomonas, specifically P. aeruginosa, in which the largest diversity and representation of MPFG 
ICEs have been found. The work performed in this chapter resulted in annotated reference 
sequences that were representative of the diversity of MPFG ICEs in P. aeruginosa and could be 
used to facilitate the identification of novel MPFG ICE variants in draft P. aeruginosa genomes.  In 
Chapter 4, these reference sequences were used to identify, type and characterise the variation of 
MPFG ICEs in a dataset of clinical and environmental isolates of P. aeruginosa demonstrating that 
the identification of these ICEs could be performed rapidly across a large dataset of draft genomes 
using core ICE genes that were representative of the diversity across the species. To conclude, 
Chapter 5 contains a general discussion of the impact of our findings on our understanding of 
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MPFG ICEs and a reflection on how comparative genomic analyses, with a focus on the accessory 
genome, can be improved as genome sequences become more readily available and the scalability 
of analyses becomes an inevitable requirement. 
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Chapter 2 :  A Distinct and Divergent Lineage of GI-T4SS in Legionella 
 
T4SSs play diverse roles in the opportunistic bacterial pathogen Legionella pneumophila, the 
causative agent of Legionnaire’s disease. The best characterised, is the Dot/Icm MPFI T4SS, which 
is involved in the secretion of a large range of protein effectors used to subvert the cellular 
processes of a eukaryotic host cell. Other T4SS from the MPFF and MPFT subtypes have also been 
shown to be encoded on regions of genomic plasticity in genome of L. pneumophila and are thought 
to contribute to the large number of laterally acquired genes that are characteristic of 
L. pneumophila genome. 
In this chapter, MPFG T4SS homologs, which are also referred to as GI-T4SS, were investigated 
in detail in the genomes of Legionella spp. We show that the MPFG T4SS gene cluster is highly 
conserved in regions of genomic plasticity across the genus but appears to be missing key 
conserved ICE modules that are typical of other MPFG ICEs. This difference is explained in part by 
the large evolutionary distance between the Legionella MPFG systems and other MPFG systems that 
have been previously characterised in other Proteobacteria. MPFG in Legionella spp. also represent 
a basal clade in phylogeny of MPFG systems, indicating early divergence. Other key genetic 
features that are uniquely associated with Legionella MPFG ICEs also suggest that the MPFG in 
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Abstract
Legionella encodes multiple classes of Type IV Secretion Systems (T4SSs), including the Dot/Icm protein secretion system
that is essential for intracellular multiplication in amoebal and human hosts. Other T4SSs not essential for virulence are
thought to facilitate the acquisition of niche-specific adaptation genes including the numerous effector genes that are a
hallmark of this genus. Previously, we identified two novel gene clusters in the draft genome of Legionella pneumophila
strain 130b that encode homologues of a subtype of T4SS, the genomic island-associated T4SS (GI-T4SS), usually associated
with integrative and conjugative elements (ICE). In this study, we performed genomic analyses of 14 homologous GI-T4SS
clusters found in eight publicly available Legionella genomes and show that this cluster is unusually well conserved in a
region of high plasticity. Phylogenetic analyses show that Legionella GI-T4SSs are substantially divergent from other
members of this subtype of T4SS and represent a novel clade of GI-T4SSs only found in this genus. The GI-T4SS was found to
be under purifying selection, suggesting it is functional and may play an important role in the evolution and adaptation of
Legionella. Like other GI-T4SSs, the Legionella clusters are also associated with ICEs, but lack the typical integration and
replication modules of related ICEs. The absence of complete replication and DNA pre-processing modules, together with
the presence of Legionella-specific regulatory elements, suggest the Legionella GI-T4SS-associated ICE is unique and may
employ novel mechanisms of regulation, maintenance and excision. The Legionella GI-T4SS cluster was found to be
associated with several cargo genes, including numerous antibiotic resistance and virulence factors, which may confer a
fitness benefit to the organism. The in-silico characterisation of this new T4SS furthers our understanding of the diversity of
secretion systems involved in the frequent horizontal gene transfers that allow Legionella to adapt to and exploit diverse
environmental niches.
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Introduction
Type IV secretion systems (T4SSs) are a highly diverse family of
complex macromolecular structures involved in a variety of
functions, including conjugation, protein translocation and DNA
uptake and release (for a review, see [1]). Attempts to classify
T4SSs into subtypes have been based on function and the type of
substrate (DNA or protein) translocated, or phylogenetic relation-
ships between shared representative genes [1,2]. However, these
classification schemes are hampered by the diversity of functions
and structures of the T4SS family as well as the mosaic nature of
the genomic loci that encode them, which have evolved though
extensive recombination and modular exchange. Nevertheless, the
different subtypes of T4SSs share common mechanisms, alongside
specialised properties unique to certain subtypes or bacteria [1].
Based mainly on sequence similarity and gene organisation,
T4SSs in Proteobacteria have been categorized into three main
types: type IVA, type IVB, and genomic island-associated (GI)
T4SSs. Members of the type IVA (T4ASS) are related to the
archetypal Agrobacterium tumefaciens VirB/D4 system, and further
divided into subtypes F and P according to their similarity to
representative plasmid conjugation systems of the incompatibility
groups IncF and IncP [2–4]. Type IVB secretion systems (T4BSS),
also known as type I based on similarity to conjugative IncI
plasmids, are divergent from the T4ASSs and related to the
archetypal Dot/Icm (Defective in organelle trafficking/Intracellu-
lar multiplication) protein translocation system of Legionella
pneumophila and Coxiella burnetti [3,5]. A third distinct class of
T4SSs was found to be associated exclusively with genomic islands
and called GI type or genomic island-associated T4SS (GI-T4SS)
[6].
GI-T4SSs were initially identified as associated with a group of
related genomic islands including the pKLC102 and PAPI
elements in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the clc element in Pseudomonas
knackmussii B13, the ICEHin1056 element in Haemophilus influenzae
and the SPI-7 island of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi [6–10].
These islands have all now been classified as integrative and
conjugative elements (ICEs), a family of self-transmissible genomic
elements [11,12]. Usually found integrated at specific sites in the
host chromosome, ICEs are a class of mobile genetic element
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capable of self-encoded excision, circularization, replication,
conjugal transfer and integration into recipient bacterial chromo-
somes. ICEs share a common genomic structure, with conserved
core modules of genes encoding functions for integration,
replication and transfer, interspersed with varying types and
numbers of cargo genes, which are not required for the function of
the ICE [11–13]. Many of these elements carry cargo genes that
confer a fitness advantage to the host, for example SPI-7 encodes a
major virulence factor of S. Typhi, the Vi exopolysaccharide
capsule [14], ICEHin1056 carries multiple antibiotic resistance
genes [7], and different ICEs have been shown to be directly
responsible for the highly virulent phenotypes of several P.
aeruginosa strains [15–17].
GI-T4SSs are located in the transfer modules of ICEs and
encode the conjugation machinery required for transfer of the
associated element. Knockout studies have shown that many of the
genes encoded in the GI-T4SS are essential for conjugation of
ICEs, while others greatly enhance the frequency of ICE transfer
via conjugation to recipient cells [6,11,18]. Additionally, electron
microscopy studies have shown that the GI-T4SS is responsible for
the production of a single long, thin pilus per cell in H. influenzae
[6,19].
The Gram-negative pathogen Legionella pneumophila encodes
several different T4SSs, which are thought to have contributed to
the large number of horizontally acquired non-essential genes
found in the genome of this species [20,21]. While the effector-
translocating Dot/Icm T4BSS is known to be essential for the
parasitic lifestyle of L. pneumophila, several T4ASSs, of either F or P
subtypes, or both, have also been identified in the genome of each
strain sequenced [22–24]. The Legionella F-type T4ASSs, known as
the Lvh and Tra regions, have both been found either as
extrachromosomal, plasmid-like elements, or integrated into the
chromosome in some strains [22,25]. In other strains, there are
multiple copies of the same element, for example, two Lvh-regions
are integrated into the chromosome of strain 130b [24]. These
chromosome-integrated T4SSs are associated with factors usually
found encoded on mobile genetic elements such as integrase genes,
regulatory genes and flanking repeats, which suggests they could
also be mobilised and may be activated during certain stages of the
organism’s life cycle [22]. There is evidence that components of
the T4A and T4BSSs, which are encoded in different locations on
the genome, are able to interact with one another, as the Lvh-
region has been demonstrated to restore some functions of the
Dot/Icm system in deficient mutants [26,27]. This, together with
the fact that multiple T4SSs have been found per Legionella
genome, suggests that all these secretion systems play an important
role in the biology and evolution of this organism.
In addition to these T4A and T4BSSs, we recently identified
two new putative T4SSs in L. pneumophila genomes with similarity
to GI-T4SSs, which were collectively named Legionella GI-T4SS 1
and Legionella GI-T4SS 2 [24]. A recent study showed that the two
GI-T4SSs in L. pneumophila strain Corby are associated with
genomic islands (LpcGI-1 and LpcGI-2) capable of excising from
the chromosome and circularising. The authors also provide
experimental evidence that LpcGI-2 is a functional ICE [28].
Here, we investigate the distribution and conservation of GI-T4SS
genes in publically available Legionella genomes and describe the
features of the genomic loci in which they are found. We show that
the Legionella GI-T4SSs are well conserved in almost all members




The complete genome sequences of Legionella pneumophila
serogroup 1 strains Alcoy, Corby, Philadelphia 1 (Phila), Paris
and Lens, together with L. longbeachae strain NSW150 were used in
this study [20,23,29–31]. Three draft genome sequences, of L.
pneumophila serogroup 1 strain 130b, L. longbeachae D-4968 and L.
drancourtii LLAP12, were also included in the analyses [24,32,33]
(Table 1).
Annotation and comparative genomics
Predicted coding sequences (CDSs) within and surrounding the
LGI regions in the annotated genomes were further investigated
by searching against the Uniprot protein sequence database using
FASTA [34]. Conserved domains and protein families were
identified using Interpro Scan and CD-Search [35,36]. Trans-
membrane helices, signal peptides and protein localization signals
were classified using TMHMM v2.0, SignalP v3.0 and PSORT
programs [37–39]. Manual curation of the annotation was
facilitated using Artemis [40]. Repeated sequences delineating
the putative genomic islands were identified using a self-against-
self BLASTN [41] nucleotide similarity search with a seed length
of seven and an e-value cutoff of 10, to allow detection of short
repeats of at least 7 bps.
Whole genome alignments generated by BLASTN were
visualized using the Artemis Comparison Tool [42]. Pairwise
average nucleotide identities (ANI) were calculated from BLASTN
matches as implemented in JSpecies v.1.2.1 [43] with default
settings. To find elements closely related to the LGIs, TBLASTX
and Position-Specific Iterative (PSI)-BLAST (until the results
converged or a maximum of 5 iterations was reached) searches of
the NCBI nucleotide (nt) and non-redundant (nr) protein
databases respectively were performed. Hits were searched for
matches to the well-characterised T4SS genes of the E. coli F-
plasmid and the A. tumefaciens VirB/D4 system and pairwise
comparisons of the LGIs were visualised using Easyfig [44]. All
comparative genomic figures were prepared using Easyfig.
Phylogenetic analyses
To examine the phylogeny of the LGI-T4SS clusters, nucleotide
sequences of 15 lgi genes (lgiA, lgiB, lgiC, lgiD, lgiE, lgiF, lgiG, lgiH,
lgiI, lgiJ, lgiL, lgiO, lgiP, lgiQ and lgiT) from 14 LGI-T4SS clusters
were aligned using clustalW2 [45]. Five lgi genes were not used
because they were either not as well conserved and resulted in
poor alignments (lgiM, lgiR, lgiS), or had disrupted CDSs
(pseudogenes) in some strains (lgiN and lgiK). A maximum
likelihood (ML) tree was constructed for each gene alignment
using the General Time Reversible (GTR) model with an
estimated gamma distribution with 4 rate categories and an
estimated proportion of invariable sites, using PhyML [46]. These
15 trees were visualized as a Consensus Network using SplitsTree
(v 4.10) [47].
To determine the evolutionary relationship between the LGI-
T4SS and other T4SSs, the amino acid sequences of VirB4/
TraC/LgiN homologues were taken from 13 LGIs (all except
LdrGI-a which had a disrupted lgiN) as well as from representa-
tives of the major T4SS types, namely A. tumefaciens plasmid Ti
(NC_002377), E. coli F plasmid (NC_002483), IncP-alpha plasmid
(NC_001621), Plasmid R64 (AB027308), H. influenzae plasmid
ICEHin1056 (NC_011409), P. aeruginosa PAPI-1 (AY273869), P.
aeruginosa strain C plasmid pKLC102 (AY257538), and S. bongori
ICESb1 (FN298494). Sequences were aligned using ClustalW2 and
a ML tree was constructed with the WAG amino-acid substitution
Novel GI-T4SS Conserved in Legionella
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model using FastTree 2.1.4 [48]. 1000 bootstrap replicates were
made to evaluate support for each clade.
Recombination
The RDP package (v4.22) [49] was used to identify recombi-
nation in the LGI-T4SSs from the concatenated sequences of the
15 conserved lgi genes (lgiA, lgiB, lgiC, lgiD, lgiE, lgiF, lgiG, lgiH, lgiI,
lgiJ, lgiL, lgiO, lgiP, lgiQ and lgiT) that were also used to build the
LGI-T4SS phylogeny, as described above. Analyses were
performed on the concatenated sequences to allow us to detect
recombination events that involved multiple contiguous genes.
Recombination events were deemed significant only if they were
detected by at least two out of the six methods (RDP,
GENECONV, BootScan, MaxChi, Chimaera, Siscan). Default
settings for each method were used, including a P-value cutoff of
0.05 with the Bonferroni method to correct for multiple testing.
Selection analysis
Alignments of each of the 15 representative lgi genes (listed
above) from each of 12 LGI-T4SS clusters (LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d
were excluded from this analysis as they were too divergent to
compare selection signals reliably) were made at the codon level
using ClustalW2 as implemented in MEGA [50]. Stop codons
were removed from the ends of each sequence and a Neighbour-
Joining tree constructed for each gene alignment using ClustalW2
[45].
The ratio of non-synonymous substitutions per non-synony-
mous site and synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dN/
dS) was estimated using branch models implemented by
CODEML in the Phylogenetic Analysis by Maximum Likelihood
(PAML) v4.4. package [51]. Model = 0 (one dN/dS ratio for all
branches) and model = 2 (branches are assigned to one of two dN/
dS ratio classes) were used to estimate dN/dS values, and
maximum likelihood values were calculated for each model. A
likelihood ratio test (LRT), comparing twice the difference in log
likelihoods, was then performed for each pair of nested models in
order to test a number of hypotheses, as described below.
Results and Discussion
The Legionella GI-T4SS is a conserved cluster of genes
associated with conjugation
The Legionella GI-T4SS (LGI-T4SS) gene cluster was found to
be present in eight of the nine Legionella spp. genome sequences
that were publically available at the commencement of this study
(see Table 1). Although no LGI-T4SS cluster was identified in the
genome sequence of L. longbeachae NSW150, the other eight
genomes were each found to encode between one and four distinct
LGI-T4SSs. In total, 14 loci were investigated and assigned unique
identifiers (Table 1). The LGI-T4SS cluster consists of 24 genes,
designated lvrRABC and lgiA-T (Figure 1 and Table S1) [24].
At the 59 end of the cluster, the first four genes (lvrRABC) form a
regulatory module unique to Legionella. The gene lvrR encodes
domains that are homologous to those involved in the regulation of
SOS-response genes in Escherichia coli [52] while lvrC encodes a
protein containing a putative carbon storage regulator domain
(CsrA) shown to play a role in the regulation of gene expression
during certain growth stages of the organism [22,53]. These
Legionella Vir Region (lvr) genes are so named because they were
first found flanking the Legionella vir homologue (lvh), a Legionella
T4ASS homologous to the Vir system in Agrobacterium tumefaciens.
Copies of the lvr genes were also identified upstream of other
T4ASSs, both P- and F-type, in Legionella [22,24]. The association
of the lvrRABC genes with multiple T4SSs in Legionella suggests a
role in coordinating the expression of the T4SS, and these genes
were recently shown to regulate the excision of the genomic island
encoding the T4ASS Trb-1 in strain Corby [28].
A continuous stretch of 20 genes (lgiA-T) is well conserved across
all 14 LGI-T4SS clusters (Figure 1 and Table S1). Thirteen of
these genes are homologous to genes found in other previously
characterised GI-T4SS such as those in Haemophilus influenzae
(ICEHin1056), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PAPI-1) and Salmonella bongori
(ICESb1), as described in Table 2, and the gene order is largely
conserved (Figure 2). The sequence similarity between the
different GI-T4SSs is detectable only at the amino acid level,
suggesting that these systems are separated by long evolutionary
distances, as is shown from the translated nucleotide BLAST
comparison in Figure 2. All thirteen genes were shown to be
essential for conjugation of the associated mobile element in at
least one of these other organisms [6,11,18]. Additionally, lgiP
(pilT) was recently shown to be necessary for the conjugation of the
associated genomic island in L. pneumophila strain Corby [28]. The
remaining seven lgi genes (lgiB, lgiF, lgiG, lgiH, lgiI, lgiR and lgiS) did
not have any significant similarity to other sequences in the public
databases.
Of the 13 lgi genes that were homologous to those in other GI-
T4SS, only nine (lgiA, lgiC lgiD, lgiL lgiN, lgiO, lgiP, lgiQ and lgiT)
shared some sequence similarity with genes encoding well-
characterised T4SS subunits, namely PilL, TraG, TraW, TraB,
TraC, TraU, PilT, TraG and TraD, respectively [6,11]. These
nine subunits play important roles in the formation and
stabilisation of the conjugative pilus, as well as providing an
energy source, via ATPases, for the assembly of the T4SS complex
(Table 2). Only one subunit, VirB4/TraC, is ubiquitous in all
T4SS found to date [1,54].
LGI-T4SS clusters are conserved across multiple loci
within hypervariable genomic islands
The LGI-T4SSs are all located on genomic islands, which we
refer to henceforth as Legionella Genomic Islands (LGI). Flanking
the LGI-T4SS clusters within each of the LGIs are variable
genomic regions that indicate multiple insertion, deletion and
translocation events, typical of genomic islands and other mobile
genetic elements (Figures S1 and S2). The LGIs are all found
within hypervariable regions of the genome, adjacent to tRNA
genes, which are typical recognition sites for site-specific
recombinases such as integrases and transposases [55], suggesting
that these regions are hotspots for the acquisition of horizontally
acquired DNA. Indeed there are several direct repeats flanking the
LGIs, which correspond to the last 37 to 48 bp at the 39 end of the
tRNA genes adjacent to the LGIs (Table 1, Figures S1 and S2).
These repeats indicate that there have been multiple insertion
events in these regions, as such repeats occur when a mobile
element is inserted via site-specific recombination into a conserved
chromosomal sequence (attB) that is also present on the mobile
element (attP). The resulting insertion is bounded by hybrid
insertion sequences attL and attR that appear as direct repeats of
attB [56]. The direct repeats flanking the LGI were recently shown
to correspond to attL (tRNA 39 end) and attR (39 end direct repeats)
sites in strain Corby (see Figures S1 and S2), with each attR
associated with separate mobile elements, each capable of excision
and circularisation [28].
The members of LGI-1 are all found adjacent to a tRNAThr
gene in a syntenic genomic location in all six L. pneumophila
genomes studied (Table 1 and Figure S1). The GI-T4SSs on each
of the six LGI-1s share 89–100% pairwise Average Nucleotide
Identity (ANI) with each other, which is comparable to the 96–
Novel GI-T4SS Conserved in Legionella
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99% ANI shared between the whole genomes of these strains
(Tables S2 and S3).
In addition to LGI-1, the genomes of L. pneumophila strains Paris,
Corby and 130b also encode a second LGI (LGI-2) elsewhere in
their genomes. LGI-2 in Paris (LppGI-2) and Corby (LpcGI-2) are
found in syntenic positions, adjacent to the same tRNAMet gene,
and their GI-T4SSs share 97% ANI. LGI-2 in strain 130b
(LpwGI-2), is found in a different genomic location, adjacent to a
tRNAArg gene, and its T4SS has only 85% ANI to those of LppGI-
2 and LpcGI-2 (Table 1 and Table S2). LpwGI-1 and LpwGI-2
are each located within scaffolds, with paired 454 reads confirming
their genomic locations, in the draft genome of 130b.
Although we did not identify any LGI-T4SS clusters in the
genome sequence of L. longbeachae strain NSW150, the draft
genome of L. longbeachae D-4968 contains a single cluster, LlbGI,
located on one of two main contigs that cover more than 60% of
the genome. In addition, L. drancourtii LLAP12 encodes four
distinct clusters: LdrGI-a, LdrGI-b, LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d
(Table 1). These four L. drancourtii LGI-T4SS clusters are found
on separate contigs that are between 43 and 59 kb in length [32].
The maximum ANI between any two of the L. drancourtii clusters is
Figure 1. Genetic organisation of the 14 LGI-T4SS clusters in Legionella. Each of the 14 Legionella GI-T4SS (LGI-T4SS) clusters found in the
genomes of sequenced L. pneumophila, L. drancourtii and L. longbeachae strains are presented, and labeled according to the LGI on which they are
located. Common to all LGI-T4SSs are a highly conserved cluster of 20 lgi genes (lgiA-T), and regulatory lvr genes. CDSs are represented as arrows,
coloured according to their function as described in the key. The translated nucleotide sequence identity (tBLASTx) between each cluster is
represented by grey bars, shaded according to the percentage of amino acid identity as shown in the key.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082221.g001
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below 80% (Table S2) and the sequences flanking the clusters were
highly divergent, indicating that they are unlikely to have been
misassembled. However, due to the fragmented nature of the L.
drancourtii LLAP12 draft genome coupled with the high frequency
of genomic shuffling evident in Legionella genomes, the exact
genomic positions of the four L. drancourtii clusters is uncertain,
Table 2. ICE core genes in ICEHin1056, ICESb1 and PAPI-1 and corresponding LGI homologues.




p1056.01 Sb0003** PA14_58910** soj/parA ATPase. Chromosome
partitioning
p1056.02 Sb0004** PA14_58990** dnaB Helicase





a p1056.08 Sb0016 PA14_59150 ssb Single-stranded DNA binding
b p1056.11 Sb0013* PA14_59180 topB Topoisomerase
p1056.12 Sb0014* PA14_59400
p1056.14 - - radC DNA repair
Conjugation (GI-T4SS)
lgiA p1056.31** Sb0018** PA14_59240** pilL Membrane bound lipoprotein
lgiC p1056.32 Sb0040** PA14_59650** traG
- p1056.33* traL
- Sb0041** PA14_59660**
lgiD p1056.34 Sb0042** PA14_59670** traW
PA14_59680**
lgiT p1056.35** Sb0044** PA14_59690** traD/VirD4 ATPase. Coupling protein





lgiJ p1056.41** Sb0050** PA14_59900** dnaA
lgiK p1056.42 Sb0051** PA14_59910**
lgiL p1056.43** Sb0052** PA14_59920** traB/virB10 Part of T4SS pore complex
lgiM p1056.44 Sb0053** PA14_59930**
lgiN p1056.45** Sb0054** PA14_59940** traC/virB4 ATPase. Energy for T4SS
assembly
p1056.47 Sb0060‘ PA14_60010**
lgiQ p1056.48 Sb0061** PA14_60020** traG Mating pore stabilization
p1059.49 Sb0062** -
lgiP p1056.51** Sb0059‘ PA14_60000** pilT
lgiO p1056.52** Sb0058** PA14_59990** traU Mating pore stabilization
p1056.53* Sb0057** PA14_59980**
Integration
p1056.62 Sb0117** PA14_60130** traI Relaxase
x p1056.63 Sb0118** PA14_60140** int Integrase
a ssb is only present near LGI-1 clusters in L. pneumophila strains and LdrGI-c.
b topB is only present near LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d.
x all LGIs have integrases unrelated to those in ICEHin1056, ICESb1 and PAPI-1.
**Essential for conjugation.
*Non-essential but deficiency significantly reduces conjugation.
‘Not required for conjugation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082221.t002
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although we could ascertain that LdrGI-a, like LpwGI-2, is
adjacent to a tRNAArg gene, and LdrGI-b and LlbGI are both
associated with tRNAPro genes.
The LGI-T4SSs are largely conserved in gene order and
composition between the different Legionella strains, however the
GI-T4SS of L. longbeachae and two of the L. drancourtii LGI-T4SSs
are missing parts of the usual lvrRABC regulatory operon at the 59
end of clusters (Figure 1). LlbGI is missing lvrR, and although the
other three genes, lvrABC, were present, no other gene with a
regulatory domain was found associated with this LGI-T4SS
cluster. Instead of the lvrRABC operon, LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d both
have two genes that share low sequence identity to lvrA and lvrC
together with a gene homologous to the F-plasmid entry exclusion
gene traT (Figure 1). At the 39 end of the GI-T4SSs on both
LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d is a gene encoding topoisomerase (topB) and
two copies of lvrE, a gene that is also found 39 of the Lvh T4ASS in
L. pneumophila [24,30,31]. This peculiar arrangement of lvr genes
suggests that the T4SSs in LlbGI, LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d may be
regulated differently from the other LGI-T4SS clusters.
In addition to the lvr gene rearrangements, lgi genes in two LGI-
T4SS clusters were found to be disrupted and presumed to be
pseudogenes (Figure 1). The lgiK gene in LpaGI-1 is truncated by a
premature stop codon, and the lgiN gene in LdrGI-a contains a
frameshift mutation, however this is within a homopolymeric tract
and thus may have been caused by a pyrosequencing error based
on the technology used to sequence this genome.
The 14 LGI-T4SSs form three distinct phylogenetic clades
To determine the relationships between the 14 LGI-T4SSs, a
phylogenetic analysis was carried out using alignments of 15 genes
that were conserved in all 14 clusters (lgiA, lgiB, lgiC, lgiD, lgiE, lgiF,
lgiG, lgiH, lgiI, lgiJ, lgiL, lgiO, lgiP, lgiQ, lgiT). The four lvr genes and
five lgi genes not included in this analysis were genes that in some
clusters were missing, disrupted, shorter than 400 bp, or less
conserved (see Figure 1), resulting in poor alignments. A consensus
network was constructed from the 15 individual maximum
likelihood phylogenetic trees generated, which confirmed that
the syntenic LGI-1 T4SS clusters form a very closely related group
(Figure 3). Thirteen of the 15 genes supported the groupings of the
LGI-T4SS clusters into three main clades, with the LGI-1s in the
first, LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d in the second and the rest in the third
clade (Figure 3). The most striking feature in this network
representation is the high level of phylogenetic incongruence
within the LGI-1 clade, which indicates that extensive recombi-
nation events have occurred between the LGI-1 T4SSs.
There is substantially less phylogenetic incongruence in clade
three, with only two genes, lgiI and lgiT, showing evidence of
disagreement about the placement of LlbGI and LdrGIb. Despite
the generally consistent phylogenetic signal of the genes in these
clusters, however, the disparate genomic locations of the clusters
suggests that this group of LGI-T4SSs have undergone transpo-
sitions, duplications, and/or undetected recombination events.
Thus, the numbering system used in this study for the non-LGI-1
clusters is solely based on the number of clusters in each genome
and does not denote orthology.
Figure 2. Comparison between GI-T4SS clusters in Legionella and SPI-7 family ICEs. LpcGI-2 from L. pneumophila strain Corby is
representative of the conserved LGI cluster in Legionella spp. and compared to the well-characterised SPI-7 family ICEs from Haemophilus influenzae
(ICEHin1056), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PAPI-1) and Salmonella bongori (ICESb1). Similarity between the different GI-T4SS clusters is represented by
grey bars, shaded according to the percentage of amino acid identity as shown in the key. Genes are coloured according to category as described in
the key.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082221.g002
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To investigate the underlying causes of the ambiguities in the
phylogeny of the LGI-T4SS clusters, we performed recombination
analyses on the concatenated 15 gene alignment used to build the
phylogenetic network. Using a combination of six methods
implemented in the RDP software package, we identified several
recombination events that were likely to have occurred, based on
agreement of at least two out of the six methods used. All of the
large recombination events, larger than 500 bp in size, occurred
only within the LGI-1 clade (Table S4, Figure S3), which explains
the ambiguous topology of that clade in the phylogenetic network
(Figure 3). Higher levels of recombination were found between
more closely related LGI clusters, most likely due to the higher
chances of homologous recombination occurring. Recombination
between the major clades was not detected. Legionella has an
exceptionally high level of genome flux which results in a L.
pneumophila species tree that is notoriously difficult to resolve
beyond the established close relationships between strains Lens
and 130b, and that between Alcoy and Corby [20,24]. Neverthe-
less, these results suggest that the LGI-1 elements were present in
the last common L. pneumophila ancestor and that the major LGI-
T4SS clades are likely to have diverged before the last common
ancestor of the Legionella strains in this study.
LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d form a lineage that is clearly divergent
from the other LGI-T4SS clusters. These two divergent clusters in
L. drancourtii shared only a maximum of 67% ANI with any of the
other 12 clusters and were similarly divergent from each other
(Table S2). This level of divergence is close to the whole genome
divergence between L. drancourtii, L. pneumophila and L. longbeachae
(72%–75% ANI, Table S3) suggesting that these two clusters may
have diverged before the last common ancestor of these three
Legionella species.
The LGI-T4SS represents a distinct and novel lineage of
GI-T4SS
To determine the evolutionary relationship between the LGI-
T4SS clusters and other T4SSs, a phylogenetic analysis was
performed on VirB4/TraC, the only protein encoded in all
lineages of T4SSs. Sequences of TraC (F plasmid), TrbE (IncP),
VirB4 (pTi, A. tumefaciens) and TrbU (R64) were included in the
analysis to represent the three main T4SS subgroups. GI-T4SS
was represented by the VirB4/TraC homologue from ICE-
Hin1056, PAPI-1, ICESb1, and pKLC102. Complete LgiN
sequences from 13 LGI-T4SS clusters (all except LdrGI-a which
had a truncated lgiN gene) were used as the VirB4/TraC
homologue to represent the LGI-T4SSs.
The resulting phylogenetic tree (Figure 4) supports the previous
grouping of the GI-T4SS clade as separate from the T4A and T4B
systems [57]. Within the GI-T4SS clade, the LGI-T4SSs form a
monophyletic group divergent from other GI-T4SSs. This
separation of clades is supported by more than 99% of the
bootstrap tests and was also replicated in extended phylogenies of
GI-T4SS homologues across alpha, beta and gamma-Proteobac-
teria genomes (data not shown). This phylogenetic signal is
consistent with the other observations presented in this study
suggesting that the LGI-T4SS is indeed a novel and divergent
lineage of the GI-T4SS.
Figure 3. Phylogenetic relationship between LGI-T4SS clusters. A consensus network tree showing the relationship between the 14
Legionella GI-T4SS clusters, constructed from the individual maximum likelihood trees of 15 conserved lgi genes. Branch labels indicate the number of
trees that support each branch. Branch lengths show the number of substitutions per site, as indicated by the scale bar, and are averaged across the
trees that contain that branch.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082221.g003
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The LGI-T4SS is under purifying selection pressure
The selection pressure acting on a horizontally acquired DNA
fragment is determined by how it contributes to the fitness of the
organism, or element, that acquires it. If the genes encoded by this
DNA are beneficial, amino acid-changing mutations may accu-
mulate in them more slowly than if they provide no selective
advantage. Ultimately, dispensable genes may either be degraded
or entirely deleted from the genome due to the effect of a
deletional bias present in bacterial genomes [58]. The conserva-
tion of the LGI-T4SS cluster as a predominantly intact stretch of
at least 20 genes would suggest that it is actively playing an
important role in Legionella. To further confirm that these genes are
being maintained by selection, rather than evolving neutrally, we
ran selection analyses on alignments of the 15 conserved LGI-
T4SS genes (described above), estimating the ratio of the rate of
non-synonymous substitutions per non-synonymous site (dN) to
the rate of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS) for
each gene. Genes that are evolving neutrally, suggesting that they
are not beneficial to Legionella and may be degraded, are expected
to have a dN/dS ratio of one or close to one and genes that are
evolving under purifying selection, suggesting they are beneficial,
should have a dN/dS ratio of significantly less than one [59].
Selection analyses were carried out despite the recombination
events detected in the LGI-1 clade, as the presence of recombi-
nation may artefactually increase the dN/dS ratio making it less
likely to reject the null hypothesis of neutral evolution, thus making
the test more conservative [60].
First, we tested whether the dN/dS values for these genes were
significantly different between the LGI-1 clade and the other LGI-
T4SSs. It is reasonable to assume that the more closely related
LGI-1 GI-T4SSs are orthologous, and they may thus all play a
similar biological role, while the other LGI-T4SSs are paralogous
and may have evolved a different function [61]. Therefore, we
tested whether the T4SS genes are under stronger purifying
selection in LGI-1 than in other LGIs. For each gene, the dN/dS
values for the LGI-1 clade and the other LGI-T4SSs (LppGI-2,
LpcGI-2, LpwGI-2, LdrGI-a, LdrGI-b and LlbGI) were com-
pared. LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d were not included in this analysis
because they do not obviously cluster with either of the main
clades and may be evolving under different constraints from both
of them. For nine of the genes (lgiABCDEFGHI), dN/dS values
were not significantly different between T4SSs from LGI-1 and
non-LGI-1 clades. The remaining genes (lgiJLOPQR), however,
had significantly lower dN/dS values in LGI-1 than in the other
Figure 4. Phylogeny of GI-T4SS across representative Proteobacterial genomes. Maximum likelihood tree of LgiN/VirB4/TraC homologues
showing the divergent Legionella GI-T4SS clade (red). Representatives from the SPI-7 family of ICE are highlighted in blue, with representatives of the
T4ASS (A. tumefaciens plasmid Ti, E. coli F plasmid and IncP-alpha plasmid) and T4BSS (Plasmid R64) in black. Asterisks indicate branches with
percentage support from 1000 bootstrap replicates above 80% (** .90%, * .80%).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082221.g004
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LGI-T4SSs (p,0.01). The lower dN/dS of lgiJLOPQR in LGI-1
may be indicative of stronger purifying selection acting on LGI-1
T4SSs. Alternatively, it could also mean that the more diverse
non-LGI-1 clade has a larger range of dN/dS caused by weaker
purifying selection acting on some of them. The absence of
significant difference in dN/dS for lgiABCDEFGHI may be due to
gene length, as these genes are all shorter than 300 bp, while the
lgiJLOPQR genes, which show significant differences, are all
longer. More sites in these longer genes give us more power to
reject the hypothesis of a single dN/dS value between the two
clades being tested. Nevertheless, all 15 genes in both clades have a
dN/dS that is significantly less than 1 (p,0.01) (Table S5).
Secondly, we tested specifically whether the presence of two
LGI-T4SS clusters in a genome affected the selection acting on
each version. In those genomes in which a second cluster (on LGI-
2) was present in addition to the LGI-1 T4SS, we might expect the
T4SS in either LGI-1 or LGI-2 to be under purifying selection and
the other to be evolving neutrally if only one was required. To test
this, we compared the dN/dS of LGI-1 T4SS genes to the dN/dS
values of the second LGI-T4SSs in each genome (those in LpcGI-
2, LppGI-2 and LpwGI-2). LGI-T4SSs from L. drancourtii LLAP12
were not tested as there were four clusters in total and only one
cluster in L. longbeachae D-4968. We found that the T4SSs from
LGI-1 and LGI-2 clades were evolving under similar purifying
selection pressures, as the differences in dN/dS values between
these two clades were not significant for 13 of the 15 genes tested;
all 15 genes had dN/dS values that were significantly less than 1
(p,0.01) (Table S5). These results suggest that all LGI-T4SS
clusters in the genome play important roles, rather than being
redundant.
The dN/dS values of all tested LGI-T4SS genes are signifi-
cantly less than one, indicating that these genes are under
purifying selection pressure. These values are close to those found
in a previous study that measured the dN/dS of several core
Legionella genes as well as a number of genes that were predicted to
be of eukaryotic origin and thus important to the parasitic lifestyle
of Legionella [62].
The LGI is not a typical ICE
Characterised GI-T4SSs have so far been exclusively associated
with a family of ICEs that comprises a conserved, modular core
sequence interspersed by highly variable cargo genes [57]. The
conserved core sequence is made up of three distinct modules
encoding replication, transfer and integration genes [6]. The
transfer region in well-characterised ICEs is homologous to the
LGI-T4SS cluster and encodes a GI-T4SS that represents the
conjugative component of this mobile element. To investigate if
the replication and integration modules were also found associated
with the LGIs, we compared the LGIs to three well-characterised
SPI-7 family ICEs, ICEHin1056 (H. influenzae), PAPI-1 (P.
aeruginosa) and ICESb1 (S. bongori) [6,11,18] which were found to
encode similar GI-T4SSs (Figure 2). The integrases of the other
characterised ICEs in this family share limited but significant
sequence similarity to one another (25–30% amino acid identity)
even though they recognise and integrate into different tRNA
genes (ICESb1: tRNAPhe, PAPI-1: tRNALys, ICEHin1056:
tRNALeu) [11,63,64]. Our analyses clearly showed that the
replication and integration modules found in these well-
characterised ICEs do not have homologues in the LGIs (Table 2).
Although the genes on the LGIs lack any similarity to the
relaxase (traI) or integrase (int) which comprise the integration
module in the characterised ICEs [11,65], we were able to identify
unrelated putative integrase genes based on the presence of
conserved integrase domains in CDSs adjacent to the insertion site
of each of the LGIs, but no substitute for a relaxase could be
identified, apart from a 174 bp fragment, present only in LppGI-2,
matching the first 50 amino acids of the relaxase TraA found in
the Lvh island of L. pneumophila Philadelphia 1.
An integrase gene was identified close to the putative insertion
sites of each LGI-2 (Figures S2, Table S6) and it is possible that
these integrase genes form at least part of an integration module.
Supporting this hypothesis, this integrase gene in LpcGI-2
(LPC_1833) was recently shown to be required for the excision
of LpcGI-2 in Corby [28]. Moreover, this integrase is also
associated with six to seven other predicted genes conserved only
in LGI-2s (Figure S2). This cluster includes genes that putatively
encode two acetyl-transferases, a transcriptional regulator and a
proline transport protein (Table S6). Among the LGI-1 islands,
another unrelated putative integrase gene is also conserved
adjacent to the attR (first repeat, see Figure S1). This integrase is
also conserved alongside seven genes, which putatively code for
two transcription regulators, a peptide deformylase and a proline
transport protein (Table S6). This LGI-1 specific region is not
found in any of the other LGIs. Finally, a tandem pair of putative
integrases was also found between 1 to 17 Kb downstream from
13 of the 14 LGI clusters (Figures S1 and S2). The deletion of one
of these integrases in strain Corby was shown to significantly
increase the presence of the episomal form of the island [28].
However, the reason for this observation is as yet unknown.
Relaxase genes, also known as mobilisation genes (mob), are
believed to be essential for the processing of the DNA fragment
prior to and after conjugation. Relaxases nick the excised, circular,
double-stranded DNA fragment at the origin of transfer (oriT) and
then bind to it. The entire relaxase-DNA complex is then coupled
to the T4SS by the coupling protein (VirD4/TraD) and is
subsequently transferred into the recipient cell. Once in the
recipient cell, the newly acquired DNA fragment is ligated by the
relaxase [66]. Given the apparent absence of both an oriT and
conserved relaxase associated with the LGIs, it is perhaps
surprising that conjugation of the genomic island encoding
LpcGI-2 was recently demonstrated in strain Corby [28].
However, it is possible that there are yet unidentified interactions
between the LGI and relaxases and replication genes encoded
elsewhere in the genome, as it has previously been shown that
different T4SS encoded on the same genome are able to ‘share’
missing subunits [1,26,27]. Indeed, in Vibrio, an unrelated family of
ICEs, the SXT/R391 family, was shown to mobilise and mediate
conjugation of other genomic islands located elsewhere in the
genome. Utilising the relaxase and conjugation machinery
encoded by an SXT element, Vibrio genomic islands lacking their
own native relaxase and conjugation system could excise and
transfer conjugatively, but required a conserved relaxase recogni-
tion site (oriT) to be present [67]. However, these mobilised Vibrio
genomic islands, unlike the LGIs, did not encode their own T4SS.
The replication module in the SPI-7 ICE family is made up of at
least seven genes with some variation in gene content between
different elements. Six of these highly conserved genes are similar
to plasmid replication and maintenance genes (parA, dnaB, parB,
ssb, topB and radC) while others are conserved hypothetical genes
[7]. In ICESb1, the deletion of eight genes found within the
replication module resulted in a significant reduction of conjuga-
tion frequencies (Table 2) [11]. In the LGIs, the only genes with
any similarity to those found in the replication module were the
genes encoding topoisomerase (topB) and the single stranded
binding protein (ssb). The ssb genes were only found on LGI-1 in
the L. pneumophila strains and LdrGI-c in L. drancourtii, while topB
was only found on LdrGI-c and LdrGI-d. These two genes were
not essential for the conjugation of this element in ICESb1 [11]
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and their lack of conservation in all LGI clusters makes ssb and
topB unlikely to be part of the missing replication module.
Manual annotation of the LGIs in the complete genomes
identified a number of genes involved in DNA replication that
were scattered across the region (Table S6). Two genes located
between the tRNA gene and the LGI-1 T4SS cluster (lpp1039 and
lpp1040, lpl1004 and lpl1005, LPW_10611 and LPW_10621,
lpa_01469 and lpa_01470), putatively encode UmuD and UmuC
which together form the DNA polymerase V holoenzyme that is
implicated in DNA replication during an SOS response as result of
DNA damage [68]. The SOS response is known to induce the
excision of other unrelated ICEs [69,70]. During this process DNA
polymerase V also interacts with the single-stranded binding
protein, which is putatively encoded by the ssb gene located
3.5 Kb downstream [71]. These two genes, umuD and umuC,
however, were only present in four of the six LGI-1 regions. We
also identified several putative helicases (lpl1068, lpl1073,
lpa_01670, lpa_01676, LPC_2195, lpg1077, LDG_0893) and
excisionases (lpa_01673, LPC_2192, lpg1081) although again,
these are not consistently conserved across all LGIs.
Despite the apparent absence of a universally conserved
replication module, the ability of LpcGI-2 to excise from the
genome and transfer conjugatively suggests that this module is not
required in Legionella, especially as no replication-associated genes
were identified in LpcGI-2 (Table S6). The specific role that the
replication region plays in GI-T4SS associated ICEs is still largely
unknown, although multiple genes encoded in the replication
module were shown to be essential for conjugative transfer of the
element in ICESb1 and ICEHin1056 [11,72]. In addition,
unrelated ICEs such as ICEBs1 in Bacillus subtilis have been
shown to use either self-encoded or bacterial host helicases for
unwinding of the excised extrachromosomal DNA prior to both
autonomous replication and conjugation [73,74].
Several putative cargo genes are encoded on the LGIs
BLAST analyses of the CDSs within the LGIs against the NCBI
non-redundant sequence database indicated diverse origins of the
genes encoded in the hypervariable regions flanking the LGI-
T4SSs. Some CDSs had their closest match in the Uniprot
database to genes from other phyla of bacteria including
cyanobacteria and firmicutes. Other CDSs were related to those
found in alpha and beta-proteobacteria but were not found in
other gamma-proteobacteria. This observation is typical of
horizontally acquired regions which are modular and mosaic as
they are often derived from different mobile genetic elements [75].
Putative integrases and transposases are scattered throughout the
LGIs (Figures S1 and S2) supporting the hypothesis that the
genomic loci flanking the LGI-T4SS are the result of multiple
insertion and deletion events, as is commonly found in ICEs [12].
Variable cargo regions, in some cases of considerable length, are
usually found interspersed between the core transfer, replication
and integration modules in ICEs, and they often encode factors
that increase the fitness or virulence of the host bacterium e.g. the
Vi-encoding operon in SPI-7 [11]. Therefore it is likely that the
hypervariable regions in the LGIs represent the ICE cargo regions.
Indeed there are a number of antibiotic resistance and virulence
genes encoded within these genomic islands including five Dot/
Icm effectors (LPC_2130, LPC_2128, lpp2417, lpp2418 and
lpw_21901), as well as several genes encoding beta lactamase and
aminoglycoside resistance (Table S6). Of note are a number of
putative P-type ATPases and resistance/nodulation/division
(RND) efflux systems, with up to five versions of each per LGI
(Figures S1 and S2, Table S6). This was first identified as an ‘efflux
island’ in the Philadelphia genome [31]. A great deal of divergence
is seen between the different versions of the ATPase genes and
RND operons (Figures S1 and S2), which suggests there may be
distinct functions or target substrates for each of these transport
systems. One of the efflux systems encoded on LpgGI-1 (lpg1024)
has previously been shown to confer copper resistance, although
substrates have not been identified for the others, and due to the
absence of a signal sequence, it is difficult to determine the exact
cation or substrate that could be translocated by the others [76].
RND efflux systems in Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Vibrio cholerae have been shown to be involved in antibiotic
resistance and pathogenicity [77–79], and strong simultaneous up-
regulation of these efflux genes during L. pneumophila infection has
previously been reported [80]. Although a study found that the
RND systems were not essential for the survival of L. pneumophila
Philadelphia in amoeba and human macrophages [76], only four
of the RND operons found near LpgGI-1 were knocked out,
leaving intact additional RND-type systems encoded elsewhere in
the Philadelphia genome. Therefore the role of these putative
efflux systems in L. pneumophila remains to be determined, but it is
possible that they confer a fitness advantage to Legionella during
infection.
Conclusions
Our results show that the LGI-T4SS is well conserved
throughout the Legionella genus and belongs to a distinct and
divergent lineage within the GI-T4SS clade, exhibiting features
that are unique to this lineage such as the association with
Legionella-specific regulatory genes. The presence of more than one
LGI-T4SS in a single genome, each under purifying selection,
indicates that these clusters play an active and important role in
this organism. Therefore, despite the association with highly
variable LGI regions and the significant level of divergence from
known ICE, the LGI-T4SS clusters are likely to be functional and
involved in horizontal gene transfer via conjugation. The LGI-
T4SSs are each encoded on different genomic islands, which were
likely acquired horizontally and integrated into the adjacent tRNA
genes. The structure of the LGIs show significant similarity to
characterised ICEs, including direct flanking repeats, a conjuga-
tion (GI-T4SS) module, putative integration module and highly
variable cargo regions. Investigation of additional Legionella
genomes that have been published recently, those of Legionella
pneumophila strains LPE509, HL06041035, Lorraine, 570-CO-H,
and Thunder Bay [22,81–83], concur with these results, as one or
two LGI-T4SSs were identified per genome, each encoded on an
ICE-like LGI (Table S7).
Our findings correspond with the fact that all GI-T4SSs
characterised to date are associated with ICEs. However, no
replication module or conserved replication genes were identified
on the LGIs, and there was no significant sequence similarity with
the integration modules usually closely associated with other GI-
T4SS, supporting the atypical arrangement of the LGIs.
Despite the absence of these typical ICE modules, LpcGI-2 was
recently experimentally demonstrated to be a functional ICE [28].
The similarity of the putative integration and conjugation modules
between the different LGIs, together with the flanking repeats that
represent potential attL and attR sites, indicate that the other LGIs
may also be functional ICEs. Concordant with this, excision of
LpgGI-1 was recently demonstrated, with increased copper
resistance on excision [84]. The absence of typical ICE modules
involved in the processing of DNA prior to conjugation suggests
that there could be an atypical mechanism of preprocessing
involved with the mobilisation and conjugation of the LGIs.
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The LGI-T4SSs are likely to contribute to horizontal transmis-
sion in Legionella, including transfer of the many cargo genes
carried on the LGIs, which include several antibiotic resistance
and virulence genes, and as such are key players in the evolution of
Legionella. Therefore, future investigations of virulence and the
roles of the many T4SSs encoded in this opportunistic pathogen
should take into account this unusual member of the GI-T4SS
family.
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Figure S1 Comparison of LGI-1 genomic islands. Pair-
wise comparisons of the genomic regions encoding the LGI-1
clusters from the genomes of L. pneumophila strains Philadelphia,
Corby, Alcoy, 130b, Lens and Paris (from top to bottom). The
grey bars indicate BLASTn hits between two adjacent sequences,
shaded according to the percentage nucleotide sequence identity,
as shown in the key. CDSs are represented as arrows coloured
according to putative functional category as defined in the key.
The scale bar represents 10 Kb.
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Figure S2 Comparison of the LGI-2 genomic islands.
Pairwise comparisons of the second LGIs from the genomes of L.
pneumophila strains Corby (LpcGI-2), Paris (LppGI-2), and 130b
(LpwGI-2), and L. drancourtii (LdrGI-a). The grey bars indicate
BLASTn hits between two adjacent sequences, shaded according
to the percentage nucleotide sequence identity, as shown in the
key. CDSs are represented as arrows coloured according to
putative functional category as defined in the key. The scale bar
represents 10 Kb.
(PDF)
Figure S3 Graphical representation of recombination
events in LGI-T4SSs. Recombination events, detected using
RDP, in the concatenated sequence of 15 conserved lgi genes. The
position of each gene in the alignment is displayed above and
below the figure with letters corresponding to lgi gene names. The
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Chapter 3 :  Sequence analysis of PAGI-2/pKLC102 type islands reveals 
a vast pool of cargo genes that contribute to the Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa accessory genome. 
3.1. Abstract 
Integrative Conjugative Elements (ICE) play an important role in lateral gene transfer and have 
been implicated in the acquisition of virulence, antibiotic resistance and other important adaptive 
phenotypes. ICEs in P. aeruginosa belong to a large and diverse family of mobile elements 
distributed across the bacterial phylum Proteobacteria, associated with the MPFG or GI-T4SS 
subtype of Type IV Secretion Systems. Due to their high level of sequence diversity, ICEs are often 
poorly annotated in draft genomes assembled from short-read sequencing methods. ICEs also tend 
to encode smaller repetitive mobile elements that complicate their assembly and identification. In 
our study, we investigated a sample of ICEs that were present in publicly-available genomes of 
P. aeruginosa. From this sample, we determined that the variation between ICEs is due to a large 
proportion of highly variable cargo genes, the majority of which could not be assigned to a 
function. Of the cargo genes that could be assigned to a functional category, we found that genes 
coding for adaptive and resistance such as heavy metal efflux and resistance to toxic compounds 
were significantly over-represented. We were also able to categorise P. aeruginosa ICEs into three 
distinct subtypes, each having a distinctive cargo-gene repertoire and arrangement. Each ICE 
subtype was also defined by a preference for a specific tRNA insertion sites based on the type of 
integrase it encodes. One of these ICE types (Type 3) had not been identified before and was under-
represented in our dataset, relative to the other two types. For the more commonly found ICE types 
(Type 1 and Type 2), a database of annotated reference sequences was constructed based on 
conserved core genes that can be used to facilitate the identification, classification and annotation of 
related ICEs in draft genomes of P. aeruginosa.  
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3.2. Introduction 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a highly versatile opportunistic bacterial pathogen of plants, 
animals and humans. It is present in a wide range of environments, particularly aqueous 
environments associated with human activity such as wastewater and agricultural runoff [125]. 
P. aeruginosa is also one of the major causes of hospital-acquired infections, and being highly 
antibiotic resistant, poses a serious threat to vulnerable and immunocompromised individuals such 
as burns victims, individuals with cystic fibrosis, Intensive Care Unit patients and the elderly [126-
128]. 
With a highly conserved core-genome of 99.3-99.7% identity, a major factor contributing to the 
ecological versatility and multi-drug resistance of P. aeruginosa is the intra-specific diversity due to 
the accessory genome [129]. The accessory genome is defined as the collection of genes that are 
found in some strains, but are not strictly conserved in all members of the species [101]. In 
P. aeruginosa, most of these accessory genes were found to cluster at specific positions instead of 
being scattered randomly across the genome [105, 130, 131]. These accessory gene hotspots, called 
Regions of Genomic Plasticity (RGP) are often the target of mobile elements such as 
bacteriophages and Integrative and Conjugative Elements (ICEs) that tend to integrate into specific 
DNA sequences in the genome [105, 123].  
ICEs are a class of large mobile elements that are capable of both self-transfer and integration 
into a ‘host’ bacterial genome. ICEs are closely related to conjugative plasmids and use the same 
mechanism of conjugation via a complex molecular structure called Type IV Secretion Systems 
[84]. Unlike plasmids however, ICEs also utilise phage-like site-specific recombinases or 
integrases, which recognise specific DNA motifs and catalyse the insertion of the ICE DNA 
molecule into the chromosome of bacteria. The insertion sites targeted by these integrases are 
usually highly conserved across bacteria and are often part of tRNA or housekeeping genes [132]. 
Although most ICEs are replicated along with the host chromosome during cell division, some ICEs 
also encode genes involved in DNA replication that are essential to their maintenance in the 
bacterial host [57].  
Some of the ICEs identified previously in P. aeruginosa include pKLC102StrainC, PAGI-2StrainC, 
PAPI-1PA14, PAGI-5PSE9, PAGI-3SG17M and LESGI-3LESB58 [96, 123, 133, 134]. These six ICE could 
be categorised into two distantly related groups based on sequence similarity to either one of the 
archetypal elements, pKLC102 or PAGI-2. Both groups in P. aeruginosa belong to a much larger 
family of proteobacterial ICEs that are all associated with a subtype of T4SS called MPFG or 
Genomic Island-T4SS (GI-T4SS) [55]. pKLC102 and PAGI-2 ICEs share 36 homologous genes, 
conserved in a syntenic order across the element but with very limited nucleotide sequence identity. 
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Some of these 36 homologs were distantly related to genes shown to be essential for the transfer of 
ICEs in Salmonella spp. and Haemophilus spp. [96, 99]. In addition to these 36 homologs, each ICE 
also encoded genes that were not universally conserved in other of the six ICEs. A number of these 
genes were found to code for a variety of different phenotypes that were potentially beneficial to the 
host, including resistance, virulence and novel metabolic pathways [53]. 
Previous analyses of the diversity of ICEs in P. aeruginosa were based on DNA hybridisation 
methods that were limited in their ability to detect novel sequences [96, 135, 136]. These surveys 
did however, reveal a large degree of variation in hybridisation patterns across sampled 
P. aeruginosa strains, suggesting that these ICE were very divergent between strains. Indeed, due to 
this diversity, ICEs in draft genomes of P. aeruginosa are often poorly annotated. Furthermore, 
ICEs often encode repetitive DNA sequences that prevent their assembly into a single contiguous 
sequence, adding another level of difficulty in the identification of these ICEs and the determining 
of the presence of important genes that may be involved in virulence or antibiotic resistance. 
In this study, we sought out to quantify the diversity of ICEs in whole genome sequences of 
P. aeruginosa and determine the impact of these elements on the evolution of the accessory 
genome. We show that these ICEs represent a major source of novel genetic material into the 
genome and are likely to play an important role in the versatile lifestyle of this organism.  
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3.3. Methods 
3.3.1. Genome sequences 
A total of 39 published whole genome sequences of P. aeruginosa, comprising 8 complete and 
31 draft genomes, were downloaded from the NCBI GenBank database Release 197 on the 31st of 
August 2013 (Table 4). Draft genomes that were publicly available but not yet published were not 
included in this study.  
3.3.2. Genomic analyses 
Annotation of unannotated genome sequences used in this study was performed using an 
automated annotation pipeline (Prokka v1.7) and enriched using conserved domain (CDD: [137], 
Pfam: [138]) and protein family databases (TIGRfam: [139], FigFam: [140]). Genome sequences 
and sequences of ICEs were aligned at both nucleotide and translated nucleotide level using 
BLASTN and TBLASTX respectively and visualised using the Artemis Comparison Tool v. 15 
[141] and Easyfig v2.1. [142].  
ICEs were identified by BLASTN comparisons of each of the 39 P. aeruginosa genomes against 
a custom database of seven previously recognised ICEs (pKLC102: gb|AY257538, PAPI-1: 
gb|AY273869, PAGI-5: gb|EF611301, PAGI-2: gb|AF440523, PAGI-3: gb|AF440524, LESB58: 
gb|FM209186 and the clc element: gb|AJ617740). ICEs that were found on multiple contigs in 
unordered draft genomes were also reordered based on the respective reference sequence to which 
they had the greatest match.  
3.3.3. Identification of universal and type-specific ICE proteins 
To determine the set of orthologs conserved in P. aeruginosa ICEs in this study, we grouped 
translated amino acid sequences of all ICE-derived protein-coding sequences using OrthoMCL 
(v.2.0) [143]. Orthologous clusters were defined as proteins encoded by at least two ICE with a 
percent match cutoff of 50% amino acid identity, a BLASTP E-value cutoff of 1x10-5 and an 
inflation parameter of 1.5. 
Orthologous groups were determined for the three sets of core genes from i) all ICEs, ii) only 
Type 1 and iii) only Type 2 and the frequency distribution of these clusters were was plotted. 
Ortholog groups that were not represented in all (100%) of the elements of each set were also 
included, provided that they were within 1.5 standard deviation from the expected value. The 
cutoffs were 42 out of 45 for the universal set (SD=1.47), 21 out of 24 for Type 1 (SD=1.49) and 14 
out of 17 (SD=0.61)for Type 2 elements. 
The cargo genes were defined as protein sequences encoded on ICE that were not grouped into 
any of the three core groups above. To generate Figure 3, a representative of each of the cargo 
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protein clusters determined by OrthoMCL and single proteins that were not clustered were used as 
tBLASTn queries against nucleotide sequences of complete 45 ICEs using a specially modified 
version of SeqFindr (github.com/mscook/seqfindr). 
3.3.4. Phylogenetic analyses 
Phylogenetic analyses of ICEs were performed using the concatenated amino acid sequences 
encoded by the 34 core genes that were conserved in at least 42 out of 45 ICEs. Each of the 34 
protein sequences was aligned individually prior to concatenation using ClustalO with three 
iterations [144]. The total concatenated alignment was 12,661 amino-acids long including gapped 
columns. Sequences that were not present in all elements were represented as gaps in the alignment. 
A Maximum-Likelihood tree of this alignment was constructed with 500 bootstrap replicates 
using RAxML v8.0.2 [145]. The LG amino acid substitution matrix with an estimated Gamma 
model of rate heterogeneity and empirical base frequencies was used (-f PROTGAMMALGF). 
Phylogenetic reconstruction of the P. aeruginosa species tree was performed using an alignment 
of all 283,803 SNP positions determined using the kSNP (v2.0) program with the k-mer size of 21, 
as suggested by the included program Kchooser [146]. A Maximum-Likelihood tree of this 
alignment was constructed using RAxML v8.0.2 with 500 bootstrap replicates using the GTR 
nucleotide substitution model with the Gamma model of rate heterogeneity (-f GTRGAMMA).  
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Table 4 List of genomes included in this study. 
Strain Status Accession No. Contigs Total Mb Annotation Publication Pub. Date PMID NCGM2_S1 Complete AP012280  6.76    J. Bacteriol. 193 (24), 7010 (2011) 22-Aug-12 22123763 UCBPP-PA14 Complete CP000438  6.54    Genome Biol. 7 (10), R90 (2006) 12-Mar-10 17038190 PA7 Complete CP000744  6.59    PLoS ONE 5 (1), E8842 (2010) 18-Feb-10 20107499 DK2 Complete CP003149  6.40    Environ. Microbiol. 14 (8), 2200-2211 (2012) 3-Aug-12 22672046 RP73 Complete CP006245  6.34  Genome Announc 1 (4), e00568-13 (2013) 7-Aug-13 23908295 LESB58 Complete FM209186  6.60    Genome Res. 19 (1), 12-23 (2009) 13-May-09 19047519 M18 Complete CP002496  6.33    BMC Genomics 12 (1), 438 (2011) 19-Sep-11 21884571 PAO1 Complete AE004091  6.26    Nature 406 (6799), 959-964 (2000) 28-Sep-10 10984043 19BR Draft AFXJ00000000 1 6.74 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (2), 529-530 (2012) 17-Aug-11 22207740 213BR Draft AFXK00000000 1 6.72 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (2), 529-530 (2012) 17-Aug-11 22207740 9BR Draft AFXI00000000 2 6.85 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (2), 529-530 (2012) 17-Aug-11 22207740 PAO579 Draft ALOF00000000 16 6.02    J. Bacteriol. 194 (23), 6617 (2012) 12-Sep-12 23144378 MRW44_1 Draft ALBW00000000 54 6.27 No   Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109 (34), 13680-13685 (2012) 30-Jul-12 22869726 PADK2_CF510 Draft AJHI00000000 71 6.68    Environ. Microbiol. 14 (8), 2200-2211 (2012) 17-Apr-12 22672046 2192 Draft AAKW00000000 82 6.83 Scaffold   Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 105 (8), 3100-3105 (2008) 4-Jan-06 18287045 PA21_ST175 Draft AOIH00000000 90 6.89    Genome Announc 1 (2), E00112-13 (2013) 27-Feb-13 23580706 SJTD_1 Draft AKCM00000000 104 6.07 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (17), 4783-4784 (2012) 25-Jun-12 22887679 C3719 Draft AAKV00000000 124 6.15 Scaffold   Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 105 (8), 3100-3105 (2008) 4-Jan-06 18287045 PA45 Draft APMD00000000 124 6.62    Genome Announc 1 (3), E00289-13 (2013) 9-Apr-13 23704188 AH16 Draft ALJH00000000 130 6.77 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (21), 5976-5977 (2012) 15-Aug-12 23045492 MPAO1_P1 Draft AHKM00000000 140 6.26    PLoS ONE 7 (8), E44326 (2012) 8-Feb-12 22952955 CI27 Draft AKZG00000000 160 6.77    Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109 (41), E2823-E2831 (2012) 17-Sep-12 22988113 LCT_PA102 Draft AJKG00000000 180 6.75 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (14), 3755 (2012) 9-Apr-12 22740676 E2 Draft AKZH00000000 196 6.36    Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109 (41), E2823-E2831 (2012) 17-Sep-12 22988113 ATCC_14886 Draft AKZD00000000 211 6.38    Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109 (41), E2823-E2831 (2012) 17-Sep-12 22988113 XMG Draft AJXX00000000 225 6.45 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (17), 4751-4752 (2012) 4-Jun-12 22887660 N002 Draft ALBV00000000 235 6.05 No   Genome Announc 1 (1) (2013) 27-Nov-12 23405324 NCMG1179 Draft BADP00000000 290 6.74 Scaffold   J. Bacteriol. 193 (22), 6397 (2011) 2-Nov-11 22038962 MPAO1_P2 Draft AHKN00000000 301 6.28    PLoS ONE 7 (8), E44326 (2012) 8-Feb-12 22952955 152504 Draft AEVW00000000 311 6.57    J. Bacteriol. 193 (19), 5573 (2011) 9-Jul-13 21705591 138244 Draft AEVV00000000 326 6.46    J. Bacteriol. 193 (19), 5573 (2011) 9-Jul-13 21705591 39016 Draft AEEX00000000 349 6.67    J. Clin. Microbiol. 49 (3), 993-1003 (2011) 2-Nov-10 21227987 DQ8 Draft ALIO00000000 376 6.78 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (22), 6304-6305 (2012) 30-Jul-12 23105052 PABL056 Draft ALPS00000000 401 7.28 No   J. Bacteriol. 194 (21), 5999 (2012) 16-Aug-12 23045505 CIG1 Draft AKBD00000000 544 6.54    Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109 (41), E2823-E2831 (2012) 6-Sep-12 22988113 ATCC_700888 Draft AKZF00000000 600 6.79    Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109 (41), E2823-E2831 (2012) 17-Sep-12 22988113 
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PAb1 Draft ABKZ00000000 658 6.08 No   PLoS Comput. Biol. 4 (9), E1000186 (2008) 15-Sep-09 18818729 ATCC_25324 Draft AKZE00000000 1023 7.10    Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109 (41), E2823-E2831 (2012) 17-Sep-12 22988113 AES_1R Draft AFNF00000000 1783 6.27 No   PLoS ONE 6 (9), E24526 (2011) 6-Jul-11 21935417 
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3.4. Results  
3.4.1. Integrative and Conjugative Elements are widespread in genomes of P. aeruginosa  
Of the 39 published whole genome sequences of Pseudomonas aeruginosa that were available 
on the NCBI GenBank database, 29 (74%) were found to encode at least one Integrative and 
Conjugative Element (ICE) associated with Genomic Island-Type IV Secretion Systems (GI-T4SS) 
or MPFG (Table 5). ICEs are absent from the archetypal Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 genome 
and its derivatives, namely MPAO1-P1, MPAO1-P2, MRW44.1 and PAO579. ICEs are also absent 
from the genomes of several non-PAO1 strains: M18, E2, N002, SJTD-1 and AES-1R. After 
accounting for the over-representation of PAO1-derived strains, the abundance of these elements in 
the published genomes was found to be consistent with the frequencies previously detected in other 
P. aeruginosa samples, ranging from 77% to 87% across different studies [96, 135]. 
Within these 29 genomes, we identified 53 unique putative ICEs; 24 were found entirely on a 
single contig and were defined as complete. In contrast, the remaining 29 ICEs were fragmented 
across multiple contigs, which could be scaffolded using mate-pair information or similarity to 
available reference ICE sequences in 21 cases. The remaining elements were either incomplete or 
were too fragmented to be assembled and were excluded from further analysis. In total, 45 ICEs 
were classified as complete elements by comparison to the reference ICEs and after being re-
ordered where necessary (Table 5). Most of the 21 fragmented ICEs that were included in the 
analysis were spread across only a small number of contigs (2 to 6), although three ICEs (from 
P. aeruginosa strains Pab1, PA45, CIG1 and ATCC_25324) showed more substantial 
fragmentation (Table 5).  
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Table 5 Complete ICEs in each genome 
Strain Status Accession No. Contigs1 ICE Type tRNA PA14 locus2 RGP3 ICE Size (Kbp) ICE Complete4 ICE on Contigs5 Ordered6 
NCGM2_S1 Complete AP012280   Type 2 Gly PA14_54840 RGP5 84.3 Yes     
UCBPP-PA14 Complete CP000438   Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 108.3 Yes     
PA7 Complete CP000744   Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 85.6 Yes     
DK2 Complete CP003149   Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 91 Yes     
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 100.4 Yes     
RP73 Complete CP006245   Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 102.8 Yes     
LESB58 Complete FM209186   Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 109 Yes     
19BR Draft AFXJ00000000 1 Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 105.4 Yes     
        Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 106.7 Yes     
213BR Draft AFXK00000000 1 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 106.5 Yes     
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 104.2 Yes     
9BR Draft AFXI00000000 2 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 106.6 Yes     
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 104.2 Yes     
PADK2_CF510 Draft AJHI00000000 71 Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 91.3 Yes     
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 100.4 Yes     
2192 Draft AAKW00000000 82 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 85.3 Yes     
        Type 2 Gly PA14_27620 RGP29 105.3 Yes     
PA21_ST175 Draft AOIH00000000 90 Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 103.3 Yes     
        Type 2 Gly PA14_27620 RGP29 96.6 Yes 2 Yes, manually 
C3719 Draft AAKV00000000 124 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 81.7 Yes     
PA45 Draft APMD00000000 124 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 85 Fragmented 18 Yes 
        Type 3 Gly PA14_54840 RGP5 55.6 Yes     
AH16 Draft ALJH00000000 130 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 101.3 Fragmented 3 Yes, manually 
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 121.9 Fragmented 2 Yes, manually 
        Type 3 Gly PA14_54840 RGP5 64.4 Yes     
CI27 Draft AKZG00000000 160 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 109 Fragmented 4 Yes 
        Type 3 Gly PA14_54840 RGP5 63.5 Yes     
LCT_PA102 Draft AJKG00000000 180 Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 100.4 Fragmented 5 Yes, manually 
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 119.7 Yes     
        Type 3 Gly PA14_54840 RGP5 64.5 Yes       
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ATCC_14886 Draft AKZD00000000 211 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 103.6 Fragmented 6 Yes, manually 
XMG Draft AJXX00000000 225 Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 109.7 Fragmented 4 Yes, manually 
NCMG1179 Draft BADP00000000 290 Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 133.6 Fragmented 2 Yes 
152504 Draft AEVW00000000 311 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 93.2 Fragmented 3 Yes, manually 
        Type 2 Gly PA14_27620 RGP29 97.9 Yes     
138244 Draft AEVV00000000 326 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 81.4 Fragmented 2 Yes 
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 132.9 Fragmented 5 Yes, manually 
39016 Draft AEEX00000000 349 Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 110.5 Fragmented 3 Yes 
PABL056 Draft ALPS00000000 401 Type2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 119.6 Yes     
CIG1 Draft AKBD00000000 544 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 80.7 Fragmented 27 Yes, manually 
        Type 2 Gly PA14_30680 RGP27 127.2 Fragmented 6 Yes, manually 
ATCC_700888 Draft AKZF00000000 600 Type 1  Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 118 Fragmented 5 Yes 
PAb1 Draft ABKZ00000000 658 Type 1 Lys PA14_60150 RGP41 58.1 Fragmented 72 Yes 
ATCC_25324 Draft AKZE00000000 1023 Type 1 Lys PA14_51660 RGP7 120.4 Fragmented 59 Yes, manually 
        Type 2 Gly PA14_27620 RGP29 135.8 Fragmented 6 Yes, manually 
1 The number of contigs or fragments that the genome is in 
2 Insertion site of the ICE in relation to the UCBPP-PA14 genome sequence 
3 Insertion site of the ICE based on the Region of Genomic Plasticity (RGP) numbering system [105, 123] 
4 Indication of whether the ICE sequence is found on one (complete) or more (fragmented) contigs. 
5 The minimum number of contigs that the ICE is distributed across 
6 Indication of whether the contigs were ordered in the published draft genome sequence or manually ordered based on a reference ICE
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3.4.2. P. aeruginosa ICEs  belong to three distinct lineages 
To investigate the phylogenetic relationship between these 45 ICEs, we first needed to define a 
core set of proteins encoded by the majority, representing the backbone of the element. Using the 
translated protein sequences of all ICE CDSs, we applied the Markov clustering algorithm as 
implemented in the program OrthoMCL to identify 399 homologous groups of proteins. Of these, 
34 groups were present in at least 42 of the possible 45 ICEs (<1.5 standard deviations from the 
expected distribution of 45) and selected as ‘universal’ core ICE genes (Table 6).  
The resulting phylogenetic tree of the concatenated protein sequences of these 34 core ICE 
genes suggests that ICEs in P. aeruginosa are divided into three major clades (Figure 3). Two of 
these clades correspond to the pKLC102 and PAGI-2-like groups that have been described 
previously [96]. The third clade, which has not been described before, is a well-supported (100% 
bootstrap) monophyletic sister-group to the PAGI-2 group. For the purpose of clarity and to 
emphasise the distinction between these three lineages of ICEs in P. aeruginosa, we will refer to the 
three groups in this study as Type 1 (pKLC102-like), Type 2 (PAGI-2-like) and Type 3 (novel 
PAGI-2 sister group), respectively. 
The topologies of the ICE backbone and the P. aeruginosa core genome SNP phylogenies are 
also incongruent, suggesting that the ICE has been laterally transferred between P. aeruginosa 
lineages (Supplementary Figure S1). 
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in PAPI1 PLES_27081 291 CP1 294 C108 291 PA14_58910 230 soj 1 ATPase involved in chromosome partitioning Sb0003 Yes Yes 2904210.. 2904476   CP14 77 101441.. 101620   PA14_59030 77 
 
1 No hits to any domains No homolog   PLES_27071 559 CP17 577 C107 559 PA14_59070 579 parB 1 ParB nuclease Sb0005 Yes Yes PLES_27061 186 CP18 251 C106 186 PA14_59090 255 
 
1 DUF2857 Sb0009 Yes Yes PLES_27051 412 13118.. 14437   C105 412 PA14_59100 441 
 
1  Sb0011 Yes Yes PLES_27041 263 CP19 242 C104 263 PA14_59130 242 
 
1 DUF1845 Sb0012 Yes Yes PLES_27031 175 CP20 182 C103 175 PA14_59140 177 
 
1 DUF3158 no homolog  Yes PLES_27021 146 CP22 162 C102 146 PA14_59150 156 ssb 1 single-stranded binding protein Sb0016   PLES_27011 676 CP27 639 C101 676 PA14_59180 641 
 
1 DNA Topoisomerase I Sb0013 Reduced  PLES_26721 153 CP33 374 C70 199 PA14_59240 374 pilL 1  Sb0018 Yes  PLES_26831 332 CP46 159 C81 332 PA14_59400 179 
 
1 DUF3577 Sb0014 Reduced  PLES_26961 137 CP47 65 C94 137 PA14_59430 78 
 
1  No homolog   PLES_26931 245 CP49 235 C91 245 PA14_59440 235 
 
1  No homolog   PLES_26811 229 CP51 263 C79 229 PA14_59480 211 
 
1 3275 No homolog   PLES_26791 135 CP52 120 C77 135 PA14_59500 120 
 
1  No homolog   PLES_26701 245 CP64 251 C68 245 PA14_59650 251 
 
1 Contains predicted signal sequence  Sb0040 Yes Yes PLES_26691 189 CP65 193 C67 196 PA14_59660 193 
 
1  Sb0041 Yes Yes PLES_26681 167 CP66 166 C66 182 PA14_59670 166 
 
1 DUF2859 Sb0042 Yes Yes PLES_26671 729 CP67 743 C65 729 PA14_59690 744 traD 1 Conjugative Coupling factor Sb0044 Yes Yes 2864524.. 2865270   CP68 248 C64 249 PA14_59700 248 
 
1  Sb0045   PLES_26591 127 CP73 73 C55 127 PA14_59860 119 
 
1 Contains predicted signal sequence and RAQPRD motif Sb0046   PLES_26581 77 CP74 77 C54 77 PA14_59870 79 
 
1 DUF3262,  Sb0047 Yes Yes PLES_26571 119 CP75 118 C53 119 PA14_59880 118 
 
1 DUF2976, Possible membrane protein, unproven Sb0048 Yes Yes-0048 PLES_26561 110 CP76 128 C52 132 PA14_59890 128 
 
1 DUF3487, conserved RLN motif Sb0049 Yes Yes PLES_26551 230 CP77 219 C51 230 PA14_59900 219 
 
1 DUF2895 Sb0050 Yes Yes 
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2854032.. 2854940   CP78 294 C50 303 PA14_59910 294 
 
1 DUF3438. Insignificant match to TraK Sb0051 Yes Yes PLES_26541 472 CP79 475 C49 472 PA14_59920 501 
 
1 Similar to Rabaptin-like protein, or DivIVA protein or  Sb0052 Yes Yes 2852203.. 2852640   CP80 115 C48 146 PA14_59930 147 
 
1 lipoprotein Sb0053 Yes Yes PLES_26531 961 CP81 980 C47 943 PA14_59940 980 traC 1 traC, ATPase Sb0054 Yes Yes PLES_26521 261 CP83 218 C46 254 PA14_59960 219 
 
1 DsbA family thioredoxin domain No homolog   PLES_26491 315 CP88 312 C43 316 PA14_59990 312 
 
1 TraU protein Sb0058 Yes Yes PLES_26481 465 CP89 521 C42 464 PA14_60000 460 
 
1 Conserved but unknown function Sb0059 No Yes PLES_26461 506 CP91 511 C40 515 PA14_60020 503 
 
1 TraG-like Sb0061 Yes Yes PLES_26421 623 CP102 639 C36 630 PA14_60130 639 traI 1 TraI, helicase. Relaxase. Sb0117 Yes Yes 
*Where locus tags have been replaced with number..number, the homologous nucleotide sequence was present but the CDSs was not predicted. The numbers represent coordinates. 
+ Domain of unknown function (DUF), Pfam
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Figure 3 Maximum-Likelihood phylogenetic reconstruction of 45 ICEs based on 34 concatenated core genes 
showing the three distinct lineages of ICEs in P. aeruginosa (Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3). The name of each ICE is 
also coloured according to the tRNA locus they are inserted into (blue RGP7-tRNALys, red RGP41-tRNALys, green 
RGP27-tRNAGly, purple RGP29-tRNAGly, orange RGP5-tRNAGly). Branches with asterisks are supported by at least 
90% support from 1000 bootstrap replicates. Constructed using RAxML using the PROTGAMMALGF amino acid 
substitution model and the rapid bootstrap algorithm (-f a). The scale represents the number of amino acids substitutions 
per site.  
 
Type 1 elements include pKLC102, PAPI-1 and PAGI-5 from previous studies [96, 133, 134] 
and are distantly related to Type 2 elements, represented by PAGI-2, LESGI-3 and PAGI-3 [53, 
123]. For example, the average amino acid sequence identity across the 10 longest core proteins 
between pKLC102 and PAGI-2-like is 52%. Type 3 elements are more closely related to Type 2 
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elements and this is reflected in an average amino acid identity of 74% between PAGI-2 and the 
Type 3 ICE in LCT-PA102 compared to 54% amino acid identity between pKLC102 and LCT-
PA102 Type 3 (see below).  
Similar to previously characterised ICEs in P. aeruginosa, these 45 complete ICEs were also 
found to be inserted into tRNA genes. The 24 Type 1 ICEs were inserted into tRNALys and the 
remaining Type 2 (n=17) and Type 3 (n=4) ICEs were inserted into tRNAGly (Table 5).  
3.4.3. ICEs are made up of universal core and type specific-core genes 
In addition to the ‘universal core’, described above, we also defined the ‘type-specific core’, 
made up of proteins that are only conserved among elements from the same type (Table 7 and 8). 
Due to the paucity of Type 3 elements, we only determined the ‘type-specific core’ genes from 
Type 1 and 2 elements. As for universal core genes, we accounted for the possibility that some 
genes may be absent from a small number of elements due to misassembly by including genes 
present in >20 of the 24 Type 1 ICEs and >13 of the 17 Type 2 ICEs (<1.5 standard deviations from 
the maximum expected distribution). This classification resulted in a total of 71 universal and type 
specific core genes for Type 1 and 54 genes for Type 2 ICEs. The core genes that we identified 
correspond to regions on the element that is thought to code for important ICE functions such as i) 
replication, ii) transfer/conjugation and iii) integration/excision (Figure 4) [55, 99, 147]. 
The replication module, which is the least conserved module, encodes between 9 to 20 genes 
depending on the subtype (Figure 4). These genes are thought to be part of the replication module 
based on their distant homology to plasmid replication genes.  Many of the genes in the replication 
region are conserved hypothetical genes with unknown functions and their role in replication is 
uncertain, although they are ultimately required for the horizontal transfer of ICEs (Table 6) [148]. 
Additionally, a large block of thirteen conserved hypothetical genes within the replication module 
of Type 1 ICEs (PA14_58910 – PA14_59060) is absent from Type 2 and 3 (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 Translated BLAST (tBLASTx) alignment of the three ICE types showing conserved modules and the 
distribution of universal and type-specific core genes. The sequences of a representative from each of the three ICE 
subtypes were used: Type 1 (strain UCBPP-PA14), Type 2 (strain 2192) and Type 3 (LCT-PA102). The positions of 
tRNA genes and the 3’ direct repeat flanking the ICE are marked on each sequence. Grey bars show the level of 
translated nucleotide identity (TBLASTX). B) A schematic representation of the organisation of a typical ICE the 
showing grouping of core genes into modules encoding a similar function. 
The transfer module, consisting of 19 to 23 genes, has been shown to encode a conjugative 
mechanism that is a member of the Type IV Secretion System (T4SS) family [55]. This subtype of 
T4SS has been so far exclusively only found in ICEs and its structure in comparison to other well-
characterised T4SS is not known [84]. In addition, Type 1 elements also encode a 10-gene type 4b 
pilus (T4bP) cluster that has been shown to mediate conjugation of the PAPI-1 ICE in 
P. aeruginosa PA14 [147].  
The integration module of this element is made up of a single gene, a tyrosine recombinase that 
is distantly related to phage integrases [149]. Yet, the integrases from Type 1 and 2 elements were 
not grouped together as part of the universal core but were instead specific to each type of ICE due 
to the absence of significant sequence identity. Previous studies have also suggested that a putative 
excisionase CDS may be encoded within the pKLC102 integrase CDS in the opposite direction 
[56]. However, we did not find any significant sequence similarity between this CDS and other 
sequences of known excisionases. It remains to be seen how the integrase of ICEs in P. aeruginosa 
is able to reversibly catalyse both integration and excision of the element from the bacterial 
chromosome. 
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Table 7 Type 1-specific core genes 





PA14_58910 230 CP1 294 PA14_58920 226 CP2 241 PA14_58930 165 CP3 165 PA14_58960 233 CP6 233 PA14_58970 235 CP7 235 PA14_58980 74 CP8 72 PA14_58990 448 CP9 425 5257461..5257643   7663..7845   PA14_59000 175 CP11 175 PA14_59010 85 CP12 85 PA14_59020 164 CP13 165 
PA14_59030 77 CP14 77 PA14_59060 84 CP16 84 
PA14_59070 579 CP17 577 
PA14_59090 255 CP18 251 
PA14_59100 441 13118..14437   
PA14_59130 242 CP19 242 
PA14_59140 177 CP20 182 
PA14_59150 156 CP22 162 
PA14_59180 641 CP27 639 PA14_59200 629 CP29 629 PA14_59210 657 CP30 657 
PA14_59240 374 CP33 374 PA14_59250 545 CP34 569 PA14_59270 441 CP35 403 PA14_59280 177 CP36 177 PA14_59290 526 CP37 526 PA14_59310 359 CP38 359 PA14_59320 176 CP39 157 PA14_59340 313 CP40 313 PA14_59350 442 CP41 442 PA14_59360 145 CP42 145 PA14_59380 188 CP43 129 PA14_59390 44 CP45 44 
PA14_59400 179 CP46 159 
PA14_59430 78 CP47 65 
PA14_59440 235 CP49 235 PA14_59470 116 CP50 116 
PA14_59480 211 CP51 263 
PA14_59500 120 CP52 120 PA14_59510 84 CP53 84 PA14_59640 229 CP63 230 
PA14_59650 251 CP64 251 
PA14_59660 193 CP65 193 
PA14_59670 166 CP66 166 PA14_59680 85 23647..23913   
PA14_59690 744 CP67 743 
PA14_59700 248 CP68 248 PA14_59830 493 CP69 493 PA14_59850 101 CP72 99 
PA14_59860 119 CP73 73 
PA14_59870 79 CP74 77 
PA14_59880 118 CP75 118 
PA14_59890 128 CP76 128 
PA14_59900 219 CP77 219 
PA14_59910 294 CP78 294 
PA14_59920 501 CP79 475 
PA14_59930 147 CP80 115 
PA14_59940 980 CP81 980 PA14_59950 94 CP82 94 
PA14_59960 219 CP83 218 PA14_59970 72 74434..74649   
PA14_59990 312 CP88 312 
PA14_60000 460 CP89 521 PA14_60010 113 CP90 115 
PA14_60020 503 CP91 511 PA14_60040 90 CP92 110 PA14_60050 116 CP93 116 
PA14_60130 639 CP102 639 PA14_60140 306 CP103a 427 
* CDS in bold are also part of the universal core 
 
Table 8 Type 2-specific core genes 
LESB58 locus_tag LESB58 CDS len PAGI-2 locus_tag 
PAGI-2 
CDS len PLES_26051 647 C1 643 PLES_26061 213 C4 296 
PLES_26421 623 C36 630 PLES_26431 208 C37 208 PLES_26441 210 C38 210 PLES_26451 121 C39 119 
PLES_26461 506 C40 515 PLES_26471 123 C41 118 
PLES_26481 465 C42 464 
PLES_26491 315 C43 316 PLES_26501 130 C44 148 PLES_26511 164 C45 164 
PLES_26521 261 C46 254 
PLES_26531 961 C47 943 
2852203..2852640   C48 146 
PLES_26541 472 C49 472 
2854032..2854940   C50 303 
PLES_26551 230 C51 230 
PLES_26561 110 C52 132 
PLES_26571 119 C53 119 
PLES_26581 77 C54 77 
PLES_26591 127 C55 127 
2864524..2865270   C64 249 
PLES_26671 729 C65 729 
PLES_26681 167 C66 182 
PLES_26691 189 C67 196 
PLES_26701 245 C68 245 
PLES_26711 214 C69 214 
PLES_26721 153 C70 199 PLES_26731 759 C71 759 PLES_26741 101 C72 101 PLES_26751 106 C73 106 PLES_26761 369 C74 369 PLES_26771 215 C75 215 
PLES_26791 135 C77 135 PLES_26801 113 C78 113 
PLES_26811 229 C79 229 
PLES_26831 332 C81 332 PLES_26851 86 C83 86 PLES_26911 274 C89 274 PLES_26921 92 C90 92 
PLES_26931 245 C91 245 PLES_26951 130 C93 130 
PLES_26961 137 C94 137 
PLES_27011 676 C101 676 
PLES_27021 146 C102 146 
PLES_27031 175 C103 175 
PLES_27041 263 C104 263 
PLES_27051 412 C105 412 
PLES_27061 186 C106 186 
PLES_27071 559 C107 559 
2904210..2904476   101441..101620   
PLES_27081 291 C108 291 PLES_27091 70 C109 73 
* CDS in bold are also part of the universal core 
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3.4.4. Cargo genes are element and type-specific 
Cargo genes are genes that are encoded on ICEs, in addition to the core genes, and do not play a 
role in the processes of regulation, maintenance and propagation of the ICE. Thus, cargo genes are 
not expected to be conserved across all ICEs. For our study, we defined the cargo genes as ICE 
genes that do not belong to either the ‘universal’ or ‘type-specific’ core. In Type 1 elements, we 
identified a total of 254 cargo gene families. 98 of these (39%) were unique genes that were present 
in only one element whereas Type 2 ICEs encoded a total of 286 cargo gene families, of which 134 
(47%) were unique to a single element.  
We found that the distribution of cargo genes closely reflected the phylogenetic relationships of 
the elements based on the universal core gene phylogeny (Figure 5). The large majority of cargo 
genes were element-specific or only shared between closely related elements. We also saw a clear 
division of cargo genes to associate with either Type 1 or Type 2 elements with almost no cargo 
genes shared between the two types.  
Most cargo genes were found to be inserted specific positions in both Type 1 and 2 ICEs. These 
insertions range from single genes to longer fragments of up to 50 Kbp long (Table S3 and S4). 
Some of these insertion sites are common to both elements, and generally occur between modules 
as insertions into these points are less likely to disrupt the transcription of core genes. However, 
both the T4SS transfer module and the replication module are also interrupted by cargo gene 
fragments in at least two places in a number of elements, although it is not clear if the presence of 
these cargo genes can be tolerated or if they may interfere with the proper functioning of the ICE.   
Cargo gene regions larger 2 Kbp were distributed across eight positions in Type 1 ICEs and six 
positions in Type 2 ICEs (Table S3 and S4). Large insertions (>10 Kbp) were distributed more 
evenly across Type 1 elements than Type 2 elements, which features a prominent cargo gene region 
close to the end of the element (Table S4). This position harbours the majority of cargo genes in 
Type 2 ICEs and ranges between 20 to 49 Kbp in size. On average, Type 1 and Type 2 ICEs 
introduce 26 ±15 Kbp and 58 ±14 Kbp of worth of cargo gene DNA respectively per element into 
the genome of P. aeruginosa.  
In contrast, Type 3 elements identified in this study only code for l4-16 cargo genes per element 
and as a result, are also much shorter (62 ± 4 Kbp) than Type 2 elements (110 ± 14 Kbp). These 
cargo genes are all located at a single position in Type 3 elements.    
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Figure 5. A presence/absence plot of a non-redundant array of cargo genes that were encoded on either a) Type 1 
or b) Type 2 elements, against all 45 ICE sequences in the dataset. The figure shows that the large majority of cargo 
genes were unique to a single element or only shared between closely related elements. Only a small number of cargo 
genes were more widely distributed (columns marked), suggesting that acquisition of these genes occurred earlier in the 
evolution of ICE Type. Each column delineated by the distance between two ticks on the top x-axis represents a single 
cargo gene. Redundant cargo genes that were homologous were clustered together using OrthoMCL with the same 
settings used for the core genes. A single representative of each cargo gene cluster was then used to represent that 
cluster. Each black cell represents a translated nucleotide sequence match in each ICE to at least 90% of the length of 
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each cargo gene. The ICE phylogeny is the same as Figure 3. Figure generated using Seqfindr 
(github.com/mscook/seqfindr)  
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3.4.5. ICEs carry a wide range of cargo genes that are involved in antibiotic resistance and virulence 
To obtain an overview of the function of cargo genes carried by P. aeruginosa ICE, we used the 
expert-curated SEED functional database [150]. We found that in both Type 1 and Type 2 elements, 
the largest grouping of annotated genes belonged to the Resistance to antibiotics and toxic 
compounds subsystem (Supplementary Table S5). These were not made up of typical acquired 
resistance genes (only one example was found in the ResFinder antibiotic resistance database), but 
instead were made up of acquisitions of genes such as efflux pumps, that are typically associated 
with intrinsic resistance. Type 2 elements had a larger proportion of cargo genes in this category 
(15%) compared to Type 1 (4%).  
Other notable functional categories in Type 1 elements were seven different types of CRISPR 
associated gene categories and six groups that were involved in the metabolism of central aromatic 
intermediates. Type 2 cargo genes on the other hand were represented by a different set of 
functional categories altogether including 11 categories involved in the biogenesis of c-type 
cytochromes. Nine components of the C-type cytochrome biogenesis pathway were previously 
reported in the PAGI-2 element [53]. In P. fluorescens, some of these proteins are involved in the 
regulation of iron acquisition for the synthesis of c-type cytochrome which is itself a haem-based 
protein ([151]). Additionally, c-type cytochromes are also known to have peroxidase activity and 
may be somehow involved during oxidative stress responses [152, 153]. 
It was also found that the vast majority of cargo genes were unable to be assigned a function 
based on SEED categories. This high level of genetic novelty has been also been observed with 
other mobile elements such as integrons [154]. These unassigned gene families represent 80% of 
Type 1 and 61% of Type 2 cargo gene families. This number is significantly (p-value<0.05) higher 
than the percentage of unassigned gene families across the PA14 genome (54%). Furthermore, 36% 
and 22% of Type 1 and Type 2 ICE cargo genes had absolutely no significant hits to any known 
conserved domains, including domains of unknown functions, from the either Pfam, TIGRFAM, 
SMART, COGs, Protein Clusters (PRK) or the NCBI curated conserved domain databases (CDD). 
3.4.6. Specificity of ICE insertion correlates with the type of associated integrase 
P. aeruginosa Type 1, 2 and 3 ICEs all encode integrases that belong to the large and diverse 
group of site-specific tyrosine recombinases (Pfam accession PF00589). The specific type of 
integrase encoded determines the type of tRNA gene that the element inserts into, which is either 
tRNALys recognised by XerCD-like integrases (Type 1) or tRNAGly recognised by P4-like integrases 
(Type 2 or 3). Despite their similar mechanism, these different integrase subfamilies share virtually 
no significant blocks of conserved amino acid sequence, apart from the four conserved amino acid 
residues/motifs (an arginine residue, a histidine-X-X-arginine motif, and a tyrosine residue) that are 
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common to all tyrosine recombinases [149].  Whereas the Type 1 XerCD-like integrases are 
typically 427 residues long, Type 2 and 3 ICEs are both associated with larger P4-like integrases 
that are typically 646 residues long. Notably, the Type 2 and 3 integrases are 35-40% longer than 
other P4-like integrases [91]. 
In Type 1 ICEs, the XerCD-like integrases recognise and insert into one of the two identical 
tRNALys genes that correspond to the known “genomic regions of plasticity” RGP7 and RGP41 in 
the core genome [105, 130, 131]. The P4-type integrases in Type 2 and 3 ICEs could be 
distinguished by preference to a specific type of tRNAGly. All but one of the Type 2 elements in our 
dataset were inserted into tRNAGly-GCC integration sites (RGP27 or RGP29), whereas all four Type 
3 elements were inserted into tRNAGly-CCC (RGP5) which has not been previously shown to be an 
insertion site for ICEs. Interestingly, the Type 2 ICE from the complete genome of strain 
NCGM2_S1 was also inserted within tRNAGly-CCC (RGP5). A phylogenetic analysis of the P4-like 
integrases confirmed that there were indeed three distinct groups corresponding to Type 2, Type 3 
and the atypical Type 2 element from strain NCGM2_S1, respectively (Figure 6). Further 
investigation of incomplete/fragmented elements that were originally excluded from this study 
identified two other ICE associated integrases with similarity to that from NCGM2_S1 that were 
also inserted within tRNAGly-CCC (NCMG1179 and PA21_ST175). The NCGM2_S1 Type 2 
element, which has a different integrase from other Type 2 elements, is likely to represent an 
intermediate form between Type 2 and 3 elements. 
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Figure 6. Maximum-Likelihood phylogeny of P4-like integrases associated with Type 2 and Type 3 ICEs showing 
that the integrases of Type 2 and 3 ICEs are divided into two main groups corresponding to the type of tRNAGly gene 
recognized. Of note is the Type 2 ICE from NCGM2_S1, which encodes an integrase more closely related to integrases 
of Type 3 ICEs. Branches with asterisks are supported by at least 95% support from 1000 bootstrap replicates. 
Constructed using RAxML using the PROTGAMMALGF amino acid substitution model and the rapid bootstrap 
algorithm (-f a). Scale bar represents amino acid substitutions per site.   
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3.4.7. Multiple potential ICE insertion sites are present in each genome 
In our dataset, we were only able to identify the presence of one complete copy of each type of 
ICE per genome. However, three draft genomes in our dataset (PABL056, PA21_ST175 and PA45) 
contained fragments of ICEs that were likely to be of the same type as another complete element 
that was already present in the genome (data not shown). Due to the fragmentation of the sequence 
data, we were unable to definitively identify the positions of these fragmented elements, although 
they were not inserted into the same tRNA genes already occupied by a complete element. Our 
results showed that most P. aeruginosa genomes encoded two identical copies of tRNALys: 
represented by the loci PA14_51660 (RGP7) and PA14_60150 (RGP41) in strain UCBPP-PA14 
(Supplementary Table S2). A few strains, namely PA7, RP73, ATCC_700888, and PA21_ST175, 
were annotated with a third tRNALys, located on the other end of a Type 1 ICE inserted into one of 
the two conserved tRNALys.  However, upon closer examination of the sequence, this third tRNALys 
is not a complete gene and is a misannotation of a partial duplication of the original tRNALys gene 
that is formed as a result of the site-specific recombination event. Therefore, P. aeruginosa has only 
two potential sites for the insertion of a Type 1 ICE. 
Five copies of tRNAGly were present in most P. aeruginosa genomes with four corresponding to 
known RGP loci: PA14_27610 and PA14_27620 (arranged in tandem at RGP29), PA14_30680 
(RGP27) and PA14_54840 (RGP5) (Supplementary Figure S3 and Supplementary Table S2). 
Although three of these (PA14_27610, PA14_27620, PA14_30680) are identical and code for the 
same anticodon (GCC), Type 2 elements are almost always inserted into PA14_27620. The single 
exception is the element PAGI-3 (from strain SG17M), which was reported to be inserted into 
PA14_27610 [53].  
The tRNAGly:CCC (RGP5, PA14_54840) gene sequence which is the target for Type 3 elements 
shares only 54% nucleotide identity with the tRNAGly:GCC genes and is only present as a single copy 
in all the genomes. The remaining tRNAGly:TCC (PA14_08660) gene that is not a known RGP locus, 
is only 65 – 73% identical to the other tRNAGly genes and does not appear to harbour any insertion 
element in any of the genomes.  
We also detected a conserved 28bp inverted repeat downstream of tRNAGly PA14_27620 and 
PA14_30680 tRNA that is not present near any of the other tRNA genes (Figure S3). This 
conserved inverted repeat, which could form a secondary hairpin loop structure, has been found 
previously adjacent to other tRNAGly genes that also serve as chromosomal insertion sites for related 
elements in other organisms such as Xanthomonas fastidiosa, Ralstonia sp., P. putida and 
Bordetella spp. [53, 91, 155]. It is not known whether this feature has an effect on the insertion site 
preference of ICEs.  
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3.5. Discussion 
Making use of the increasingly expanding collection of publicly-available whole genome 
sequences, this study presents an extended and updated look at this family of large ICEs that are 
found in P. aeruginosa. Examining these elements in whole genome sequences has revealed a 
wealth of information about the diversity of these ICEs that could not have been resolved using 
methods previously used such as DNA hybridisation. 
Close to 80% of P. aeruginosa genomes in our study harboured at least one of the three 
subtypes of ICEs, although the frequencies of each ICE type was different (Type 1: 62% vs Type 2:  
44% vs Type 3: 10%). The differences in distributions could be due to external selection pressures 
on the bacterial host to maintain the certain types or the ability of the ICE itself to propagate more 
efficiently across P. aeruginosa populations. Based on the variation found across ICE sequences, 
the rate of excision from the bacterial chromosome and the transfer efficiency of each individual 
element are expected to vary. For example, the Type 1 element pKLC102 has been shown to be 
highly mobile, excising from the host chromosome at rates of 10% whereas the closely related 
PAPI-1 element was found to excise from the host chromosome at a lower rate of 0.3% [96]. 
Due to their low frequency in the P. aeruginosa population, Type 3 elements have not been 
identified previously. Four Type 3 elements were present in our dataset, representing two variants, 
with three out of the four Type 3 ICEs being almost identical across their entire length 
(Supplementary Table S1, Supplementary Figure S2). An obvious characteristic of Type 3 elements 
is the relative lack of cargo regions compared to their closest relatives, the Type 2 elements. The 
paucity of cargo genes could be a factor in the lower prevalence of Type 3 ICEs in P. aeruginosa. 
Fewer cargo genes reduce the likelihood that an ICE is beneficial to the bacterium that acquires it, 
thus reducing the selection pressure to retain this element in the population. The four Type 3 ICEs 
in this dataset each possessed only a single cargo gene region consisting of between six and seven 
genes with the rest of the Type 3 element homologous to almost all of the Type 2-specific core 
genes. Type 3 elements could thus represent the minimal set of genes required to be a functional 
ICE (Supplementary Figure S2). Interestingly, the NCGM2_S1 Type 2 ICE, which encodes an 
integrase gene more similar to Type 3 than Type 2 ICEs, also carries the least number of cargo 
DNA among Type 2 elements (Table S4).  As more Type 3 elements are discovered, a comparison 
of the two lineages will shed more light on how the evolution of Type 2 and 3 ICEs occurred.  
We also note that 21 of the putative ICEs that were included in this study were fragmented 
across multiple contigs and could represent degraded or vestigial elements. However, the cargo 
genes of functional ICEs are also commonly comprised of repetitive elements such as Insertion 
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Sequences and other small mobile elements that can also lead to a fragmented draft assembly. In 
such cases, parts of an ICE that are flanked by repetitive sequences and are not scaffolded together 
by comparison to one of the seven reference ICE sequences (pKLC102, PAPI-1, PAGI-5, PAGI-2, 
PAGI-3, LESB58 and the clc element), may be missing from the final elements used in this study.  
Previous studies of ICEs in P. aeruginosa have proposed that multiple copies of the same ICE 
type are able to co-exist in the genome of a single strain [135]. These reports of multiple copies are 
based on DNA probes although the actual sequence of these copies have not been investigated in 
detail. It is also worth noting that these surveys are based on a region-specific sample of 
P. aeruginosa isolates. There are several plausible explanations for this observation. Firstly, a single 
ICE may have been replicated into two or more copies and inserted into a single site one after 
another. This is due to the rolling-circle method of replication that has been observed for the Type 2 
clc element in P. putida [91, 156]. This type of duplication has been shown to produce up to six 
chromosomal copies of the element in P. putida. Secondly, ICEs of the same type could also insert 
into different copies of the same tRNA gene present across the genome.  
While our analyses of insertion sites show that there are two and three insertion sites for Type 1 
and Type 2 ICEs, respectively in P. aeruginosa genomes, other factors may also be involved in 
limiting the copy number of elements in the genome. It is not currently known whether 
incompatibility mechanisms such as those found in plasmids are present in this family of ICEs, 
preventing certain combinations of ICEs from being present at the same time. Another implication 
of multiple insertion sites is the probability of an element successfully integrating and establishing 
itself in the genome. This could be another reason for the low frequency of Type 3 ICEs, which 
have only one possible insertion site in P. aeruginosa. 
The presence of multiple ICE copies has been directly correlated with an increase in the 
phenotype conferred by the cargo genes of the element. For example, higher copy numbers of the 
Type 2 clc element in P. putida was correlated with an increased ability to metabolise 
chlorobenzene [91]. Notably, for the clc element at least, the presence of one copy of the element 
does not incur a significant fitness cost to the bacterial host although it remains to be seen if the 
same applies for multiple copies of the element [157]. 
In this study, we have also determined the set of core ICE genes that are likely to play an 
important role in the maintenance and mobility of the element. Sensitive ortholog grouping 
algorithms were used due to the level of sequence divergence, especially between distantly related 
Type 1 and Type 2 elements. Previous annotations of the function of these core genes have been 
highly speculative as most of these genes are too divergent from their closest homologs in well-
characterised ICEs and plasmids. Due to the degree of sequence divergence of this family of ICEs, 
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we did not attempt to annotate the function of these core genes in cases where homology to known 
proteins was ambiguous. 
So far, knockout assays to determine the function of the core genes of these ICEs have been 
performed on the Type 1 PAPI-1 element in P. aeruginosa strain PA14 and distantly related 
elements from Salmonella bongori (ICESb1) and Haemophilus influenza (ICEHin1056) [55, 99, 
147]. In PAPI-1, the disruption of 55 genes in this element prevented conjugation, suggesting that 
these genes all play a role in the mobility of this element. Nevertheless, the knockouts in this 
particular experiment were performed using transposon mutagenesis, which may have had a polar 
effect on the transcription of genes downstream. It is likely that the genes of each module are 
transcribed into a poly-cistronic mRNA fragment, considering the proximity and uniform direction 
of the core genes as has been shown in ICEHin1056 [55]. This means that although the deletion of 
these genes all result in a non-conjugative phenotype, the genes that were knocked out may not be 
directly involved in this process. However, deletions performed on the more distantly related 
ICESb1 and ICEHin1056 made use of antibiotic resistance cassettes that do not have a polar effect 
on transcription. These experiments also showed that the deletion of the core genes also had varying 
levels of influence on conjugation frequency [55, 99]. Based on these previous experimental 
studies, the core genes of these ICEs ultimately play a role in the conjugative transfer of this 
element, although the specific role of the most of these genes is uncertain. 
The only core genes for which a function can be definitively assigned to are the genes that make 
up the transfer module of the ICE. This module is responsible for the formation of the T4SS 
conjugative pilus. Due to its divergence from other well-studied T4SS such as the Ti plasmid Vir 
system in Agrobacterium tumefaciens, the exact function of each MPFG subunit in this family of 
ICEs is still unclear. Unlike the well-characterised 12-subunit Vir system, the MPFG module 
consists of 20 to 24 genes conserved across the three P. aeruginosa subtypes. The high level of 
variation that is tolerated between T4SSs could be explained by a recently elucidated structural 
model of the Vir system, which proposes a non-continuous but still physically attached inner and 
outer-membrane complexes [87]. This relatively modular structure differs from the continuous 
tunnel structure of Type 3 Secretion Systems, possibly making it more tolerant of replacement and 
substitution of components throughout its evolution.  
Curiously, in P. aeruginosa PAPI-1, in addition to the 20 genes of the MPFG module, an 
unrelated type 4b pilus operon encoded upstream of the MPFG cluster was also implicated in the 
formation of a conjugative pilus and subsequent conjugation of the element, even though it is 
completely absent from Type 2 and 3 elements [147]. This type 4b pilus is also present in a related 
element in the Salmonella bongori ICESb1. In ICESb1, it was shown that the deletion of the type 4b 
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pilus cluster only reduces the frequency of conjugation but does not completely abolish it [99]. The 
T4b pilus is related to the type 4a encoded in core genome of P. aeruginosa, which is involved in 
motility. Previous work by Carter and colleagues showed that the functioning of the type 4b pilus 
found in PAPI-1 was reliant on a prepillin peptidase PilD that was encoded on the core genome of 
P. aeruginosa [147]. In agreement with this, a phylogenetic analysis of related ICEs in publicly 
available proteobacterial genomes found that inter-class (within Proteobacteria) transfer of these 
ICEs occurs among Type 2 and Type 3 ICEs, but not Type 1 ICEs (data not shown). This provides 
further evidence that the dependence of Type 1 ICEs on the chromosomally encoded PilD is indeed 
responsible for the limited host range of Type 1 ICEs.  
Due to their large size and variability, ICEs in P. aeruginosa draft genomes are often 
unassembled and/or difficult to annotate. A standard BLAST comparison of ICEs at the nucleotide 
level does not usually show sufficient sequence similarity to determine the structure of an ICE. The 
universal and type-specific core genes that were determined in this study adequately represents the 
diversity of elements in P. aeruginosa and can be used as a reference to determine in silico if a 
region of interest in a newly sequenced genome possesses all the required components for a 
functional ICE. Special attention can be paid to the core genes that flank typical cargo insertion 
sites to easily identify if cargo genes are present in the ICEs of draft genomes. Once the cargo 
regions have been established, the functional significance of the cargo genes can then be easily 
investigated by searching for conserved domains or searching the sequences of these cargo genes 
against functional databases such as SEED or KEGG. 
The cargo genes carried by these elements have previously been shown to assist in the survival 
of the host bacteria in a wide range of environments by encoding proteins that confer resistance to 
otherwise hazardous compounds such as heavy metals and antibiotics, or by augmenting the 
metabolic capability of the bacteria to include niche-specific metabolites. Some elements are also 
known to increase the virulence of P. aeruginosa although the exact mechanisms involved are 
unknown [103, 133]. From the functional analyses of ICE cargo genes in our dataset, we find that a 
significant proportion of genes are involved in resistance to antibiotic and toxic compounds 
although only one protein family showed a significant hit to a known antibiotic resistance gene 
from the Antibiotic Resistance Genes Database (data not shown) [158]. It is possible that yet 
unknown pathways of antibiotic resistance and virulence encoded among these cargo genes.  
Our analysis of the distribution of cargo genes across ICEs show that only a small number of 
genes are commonly shared between ICEs (Figure 5). These cargo genes could have been acquired 
by the element earlier before the divergence of these ICEs.  
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Perhaps most importantly, this study reveals the extent to which these ICEs contribute to the 
genomic diversity of P. aeruginosa. The diversity of cargo genes and ICEs that we have identified 
so far represents just the tip of the iceberg and will surely continue to increase as more bacterial 
genomes are sequenced. The importance of these elements are underlined by the size of cargo 
regions carried by these elements, which represent a large proportion of inter-species diversity of an 
otherwise highly conserved organism. For example, the average size of cargo DNA that is carried 
by Type 2 element alone represents 1% of the total genome of P. aeruginosa (6 Mbp). Lastly, the 
large fraction of completely novel genes that are introduced into the gene pool of P. aeruginosa 
represents an important source of genetic material that contributes to the evolution of this versatile 
environmental organism. 
3.6. Conclusion 
The annotated and characterised sequences generated by this study will serve as a valuable 
resource to assist with the identification and characterization of these cargo genes on related 
elements on subsequent genome projects. Given the difficulty in annotating accessory elements 
which differ considerably from strain to strain, this point-of-reference will make it easier to identify 
genes of interest based on the overall conserved structure of these elements. Using the significantly 
larger collection of characterised elements that have been generated from this study, we will also be 
able to assign new elements to the to relevant subtype and to be able to quickly identify the 
collection of cargo genes based on their location in the reference elements. This will assist in the 
reconstruction of unassembled regions that harbour these elements that often regions of interest in 
P. aeruginosa genomes. As more genome sequences become available, we will be able to uncover 
even more variants of this evolutionarily ancient family of mobile elements in other Pseudomonad 
species and also across other Proteobacterial classes.  
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Supplementary Data 
3.6.1. Supplementary Figures 
Supplementary Figures for Chapter 3 are found in the appendix at the end of the thesis.  
Figure S1. Tanglegram comparison of the P. aeruginosa species phylogeny based on core 
genome SNPs and the phylogeny of Type 1 or Type 2 ICE that they carry. a) Type 1 ICE, b) 
Type 2 ICE. Species tree on the left (purple), ICE tree on the right. Tanglegrams were generated 
using Dendroscope [159]. Core genome SNPs of P. aeruginosa genomes were extracted and 
aligned using kSNP. Maximum-Likelihood trees were estimated with RAxML (see Methods). 
Figure S2. BLASTn alignment of a representative of Type 2 ICE (LESGI-3) against four Type 
3 ICEs from (top to bottom) LCT_P102, AH16, CI27 and PA45 showing the absence of cargo 
genes and the conservation of Type 2 specific core genes across all Type 3 ICE. Grey bars represent 
BLASTn alignments with percentage identity, between 67% - 100% indicated by the scale. Yellow 
arrows represent predicted CDSs coloured according the legend in the figure. CDSs coloured red 
represents Type 2-specific core genes. The position of tRNA genes are marked by green pointers. 
Figure was generated using Easyfig. 
Figure S3: Schematic diagram of tRNA gene loci that are known insertion sites for Type 1, 2 
and 3 ICEs showing conserved inverted repeats represented by hairpins. Arrows with similar 
colours indicate identical tRNA gene sequence. RGP numbers indicate loci of genomic plasticity as 
defined in [105, 130, 131]. 
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3.6.2. Supplementary Tables 
Supplementary Tables for Chapter 3 are found in the Excel spreadsheet file included with this 
thesis.  
Table S1: Percent amino acid identity matrix of the concatenated alignment of 10 longest 
universal core ICE genes. Sequences were aligned using ClustalO with three iterations. Cells are 
coloured according the percent identity, Green for higher identity and Red for lower identity. 
Table S2: Copies of tRNALys and tRNAGly genes in 39 P. aeruginosa genomes 
Table S3: The positions and sizes of Type 1 ICE cargo regions. Positions are relative to the Type 
1-specific core genes as shown in Table 7 
Table S4: The positions and sizes of Type 1 ICE cargo regions. Positions are relative to the Type 
2-specific core genes as shown in Table 8 
Table S5: Significantly over-represented SEED cargo gene functional categories compared to 
the total abundance of functional categories for the UCBPP-PA14 whole genome (p > 0.05). 
Comparison of abundance was performed using Metastats 
(http://metastats.cbcb.umd.edu/detection.html) with ICE cargo gene SEED categories as the 1st 
population and SEED functional categories of genes from the PA14 genome as the 2nd population.
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Chapter 4 :  The application of a curated reference dataset to the 
identification and annotation of MPFG ICEs in draft genomes of 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. 
4.1. Introduction 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA14 is a highly virulent and globally distributed clonal complex of 
this opportunistic bacterial pathogen [160]. A human clinical PA14 strain from the University of 
California in Berkley culture collection, known as UCBPP-PA14, was found to be significantly 
more virulent than the reference PAO1 lab adapted strain in several infection models, including 
plants, mice, nematodes and insects [161]. The UCBPP-PA14 strain was the second P. aeruginosa 
genome to be completely sequenced in 2006 [162]. The genome of UCBPP-PA14 revealed that its 
high virulence was due to a combination of virulence factors that were not individually predictive of 
virulence in other P. aeruginosa strains [162].  
One of the largest regions of difference between the UCBPP-PA14 and PAO1 genome is a large 
108 Kbp genomic island called PAPI-1 (P. aeruginosa Pathogenicity Island 1) that was found to be 
partially responsible for the increased virulence in an acute mouse infection model [103]. PAPI-1 
codes for several genes that are required for virulence of P. aeruginosa UCBPP-PA14 in plant or 
animal models, including the cupD chaperone-usher fimbrial cluster [93]. 
PAPI-1 is also a member of the diverse family of Proteobacterial MPFG Integrative Conjugative 
Elements (ICE). Other closely related members of this family that have been sequenced in 
P. aeruginosa include the pKLC102 element from clone C strains and the PAGI-5 element from 
strain PSE9 [96, 133]. The PAPI-1 element has been shown to be capable of excising from the 
chromosome and transiently existing as a circular plasmid-like molecule [134]. Like other members 
of the MPFG ICE family, PAPI-1 can also self-mobilize into neighbouring cells, integrating into one 
of two tRNALys genes present in the P. aeruginosa UCBPP-PA14 genome [134]. 
PA14 isolates collected longitudinally over 20 years from a chronic Cystic Fibrosis patient and 
subjected to microarray genotyping, exhibited variable hybridisation markers for the PAPI-1 
element, although the actual extent of sequence variation is not detectable using these methods 
[129]. 
In this chapter, we use the reference core MPFG ICE sequences generated in Chapter 3, to 
identify and characterise the structure of the MPFG ICEs found across five P. aeruginosa clonal 
complex PA14 genomes isolated from both clinical and environmental samples. Based on the 
variation observed in published P. aeruginosa genomes, we hypothesize that the MPFG ICEs have 
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the potential to vary even within a single clonal complex such as PA14 and may correspond to 
differences in virulence profiles. 
4.2. Methods 
4.2.1. Genome sequencing 
Five P. aeruginosa isolates belonging to the P. aeruginosa clonal complex PA14 (Multi-Locus 
Sequence Type (MLST): 253) from various environmental and clinical sources (Table 9) were 
sequenced using Illumina paired-end 100 base-pair sequencing. An additional subclone of the 
UCBPP-PA14 strain that was available in the University of Queensland Schembri laboratory 
(MS1867) was also re-sequenced as a control.  
Sequencing reads were assembled de novo using the Velvet assembler (v.1.2.07) with optimal k-
mer sizes of between 53 and 63 [163]. Assembled contigs were reordered against the UCBPP-PA14 
reference genome (Accession number: NC_008463) and the reference ICEs from Chapter 3 of this 
thesis using the Mauve contig reordering tool (v.2.3.1) [164].  
Automated annotation of draft genomes was performed using Prokka (v.1.10) [165]. 
4.2.2. Phylogenetic analyses 
The core genome SNPs of the six sequenced genomes, UCBPP-PA14 and the PAO1 outgroup 
were determined using kSNP (v2.1.2) with a k-mer size of 25 as recommended by Kchooser [146]. 
An approximate Maximum-Likelihood tree of the resulting core genome SNPs alignment of 33693 
SNPs was estimated using FastTreeMP as implemented in kSNP [166].  
4.2.3. Comparative genome analysis 
The whole genome BLASTn alignment of sequenced genomes against UCBPP-PA14 was 
performed and visualised using the BLAST Ring Image Generator, BRIG [167]. Preliminary 
detection of ICEs in draft genomes were first performed using Seqfindr 
(www.github.com/mscook/seqfindr) and then visualised using the Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) 
[168]. 
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Figure 7 A flowchart summarising the process of identifying MPFG ICEs in draft genomes of P. aeruginosa using 
the reference sequence dataset developed in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Six PA14 genomes reveal few differences relative to the UCBPP-PA14 reference  
Six whole genome shotgun sequences, collectively referred to here as AUS-BEATSON-PA14, 
were assembled into draft genomes as listed in Table 9. The total assembled length of contigs for 
each isolate were within the range typical of P. aeruginosa, ranging from 6.36 to 6.87 Mbp. All of 
the isolates were confirmed to be members of the PA14 clonal complex, with an MLST sequence 
type (ST) of 253.  
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Table 9 Assembly and isolate info of the six AUS-BEATSON-PA14 genomes  




contig (bp) N50 (bp) Source Sample origin Year MLST  
AUS239 6874655 393 185376 35500 Environment Brisbane River 2009 ST253 
AUS240 6594478 312 194404 48142 Environment Town water 2008 ST253 
AUS244 6827620 296 252462 65921 Non-CF human Human blood 2008 ST253 
AUS250 6628464 413 216718 48916 Animal Canine Ear Swab 2008 ST253 
AUS95 6700758 294 185148 56176 CF Sputum 2007 ST253 
MS1867 6363880 463 176028 29185 Reference UCBPP-PA14 subclone1 UNK NT 
1 MS1867 is a sub-culture of the original UCBPP-PA14 sequenced strain. 
A nucleotide BLAST (BLASTn) of the AUS-BEATSON-PA14 genomes against the complete 
reference genome UCBPP-PA14 using BRIG showed that the sequence of the UCBPP-PA14 
genome was highly conserved in all six genomes (Figure 8). Only a few large deletions (> 50 Kbp) 
were detected in genomes of the blood isolate (AU244), canine isolate (AUS250) and one of the 
environmental isolates (AUS240). 
A large region of difference in the canine isolate AU250 was due to a large ~180 Kbp deletion 
(PA14_35860 to PA14_37780) relative to UCBPP-PA14 and replacement with a ~60 Kbp 
fragment,  as well as a number of small duplications and inversions. Part of this deletion matches a 
fragment of the genomic island PAGI-1 that was hypothesised to have been acquired in an ancestral 
Pseudomonas strain via recombination and eventually lost from some strains [169]. Unlike the 
PAPI-1 ICE, this locus is not associated with a tRNA but is in a known region of genomic plasticity 
corresponding to the RGP loci 21 to 23 [105].  
The BRIG comparison also reveals a 21 Kb deletion in AUS244 corresponding to RGP33. This 
has been described as a strain specific element that was only present in UCBPP-PA14 [105]. 
Conserved domain analyses showed that the genes at the terminal ends of this fragment both coded 
for putative serine recombinases that could be responsible for its mobility. 
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Figure 8 Nucleotide BLAST alignments of the six AUS-BEATSON-PA14 genomes against the reference complete 
genome UCBPP-PA14. Each coloured ring represents a single genome with sequence similarity to the UCBPP-PA14 
genome. Gaps in the rings represent regions of UCBPP-PA14 that were not present in the other PA14 genomes. Three 
large deletions are highlighted in black boxes labelled with details of each deletion. Figure was generated using BRIG 
[167] 
4.3.2. A diversity of MPFG ICEs within the PA14 clonal complex 
The Type 1 MPFG ICE PAPI-1 was found to be present in the re-sequenced UCBPP-PA14 
subclone (MS1867) and four of the other PA14 strains (AUS95, AUS239, AUS244 and AUS250). 
In each of these five genomes, the PAPI-1 element was 99% identical to PAPI-1 in the reference 
UCBPP-PA14 genome and inserted into the same tRNALys gene (PA14_60150). While no 
additional cargo regions were present, none of these PAPI-1 copies were found on a single contig, 
reflecting the presence of repeats within PAPI-1 that were unresolved in the respective draft 
assemblies. Some of these contig breaks occur at the same relative positions compared to PAPI-1, 
where cargo genes are typically found, thus pointing to possible insertions within the ICE that could 
not be ordered but should be present elsewhere in the assembly. 
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Table 10 Details of MPFG ICE in the six sequenced PA14 genomes.  
Sequence ID Notes Type 1 ICE Type 2 ICE No. of contigs encoding ICE  Sample Origin 
AUS239 99% to PAPI1 99% to PAPI1 2 unique copies 
Type 1: 8 
Type 2A: 1 
Type 2B: 2 
Brisbane River 
AUS240 Type 1 ICE variant 92-96% ID to PAPI1 core with different cargo  6 contigs Town water 
AUS95 99% to PAPI1 99% to PAPI1  5 contigs Sputum  
AUS250 99% to PAPI1? 99% to PAPI1  52 contigs Canine Ear Swab 
AUS244 99% to PAPI1 99% to PAPI1  7 contigs Human blood 
MS1867 99% to PAPI1 99% to PAPI1  7 contigs UCBPP-PA14 subclone 
 
In AUS240, PAPI-1 had been completely replaced by another Type 1 ICE with 92-96% 
nucleotide identity against PAPI-1 across the core ICE genes (Table 10, Figure 9). This element 
was also inserted into the same tRNALys gene as PAPI-1 (PA14_60150) indicating that it had 
replaced the ancestral PAPI-1. In addition to the lower sequence identity of the core genes, this 
Type 1 ICE also encoded a different repertoire of cargo genes (Table 11). Notably, the cupD gene 
cluster encoding a chaperone-usher fimbriae involved biofilm formation, small-colony phenotype 
variant as well as decreased motility was absent from the PAPI-1-like ICE from AUS240 [170]. 
Also missing relative to PAPI-1 were the regulators of this fimbrial cluster: rcsB and pvrR and their 
associated sensor proteins rcsC and pvrS, respectively (Figure 9).  
The majority of the cargo-genes carried by the Type 1 ICE in the AUS240 genome were 
conserved hypothetical genes that could not be assigned a function, supporting the role of MPFG 
ICEs as conduits for novel gene acquisition (Table 11). Of the cargo genes that could be assigned a 
function, several that were putatively involved in fatty-acid and carbohydrate metabolism, including 
a large 2755 amino-acid protein. The presence of two phage proteins also suggests that phages have 
been previously integrated into this ICE.    
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Table 11 Annotation of cargo genes encoded on the Type 1 ICE in AUS240 



















AUS240_04847 137 vapC tRNA(fMet)-specific endonuclease VapC 
AUS240_04848 77 vapB Antitoxin VapB 
AUS240_04876 76 
 






































AUS240_04949 673 cfa_1 Cyclopropane-fatty-acyl-phospholipid synthase 
AUS240_04950 398 
 
Fatty acid desaturase  
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Figure 9 BLASTn comparison of PAPI-1 and the Type 1 ICE variant found in the town water isolate, AUS240 Arrows represent putative CDSs and are coloured according to 
the legend in the figure. The yellow bars represent BLASTn alignments with sequence identity as represented by the scale. Figure generated using Easyfig [142]
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4.3.3. AUS239 – Acquisition of two Type 2 ICEs 
The draft genome of the environmental PA14 strain AUS239 isolated from the Brisbane River 
was found to have acquired at least two additional Type 2 ICEs. The first Type 2 ICE, here called 
ICE 2A, was inserted into the tRNAGly gene PA14_27620, which also corresponds to RGP29. The 
second Type 2 ICE (ICE 2B) is divergent from ICE 2A but appears to be inserted into the same 
tRNA gene as ICE 2A. This was inferred from the presence of several genes on the ICE 2B contig 
(PA14_27630 to PA14_27680) that were syntenic to the genes immediately downstream of 
tRNAGly PA14_27620 in the reference genome UCBPP-PA14, which did not have an insertion. 
[171]It is likely that the tRNAGly gene was inserted into twice, with ICE 2B being the first element 
to integrate into the tRNAGly gene followed by ICE 2A which integrated into the original tRNA 
gene, pushing ICE 2A further away from the original tRNA locus. Due to a contig boundary 
upstream of the ICE 2B tRNAGly insertion site, it is uncertain whether the two Type 2 ICEs are 
inserted one after another or if there is another DNA fragment present in between the two ICEs 
(Figure 10). ICE 2A was also assembled onto a single contig whereas ICE 2B is broken up into two 
contigs (Figure 10, Table 10). Based on a visual examination of the assembly graph using a tool 
called Bandage [171], this arrangement is indeed plausible. Complete genome sequencing with 
PacBio RSII or PCR amplification and subsequent Sanger sequencing of the ICE 2A and ICE 2B 
boundary would be required to unequivocally establish the relative order of these elements. 
Type 2A and 2B ICEs are also distantly related with only 77 to 83% average nucleotide identity 
across regions that can be locally aligned using nucleotide BLAST, which translates to only 36 to 
38% average nucleotide identity across the entire element. Both Type 2 ICEs in AUS239 appear to 
be complete based on the presence of all Type 2-specific core genes as described in Chapter 3, 
which includes a P4-like tyrosine recombinase/integrase and an MPFG T4SS module (Figure 10). 
Both elements also encode unique cargo gene regions including a large (2A: 28 Kbp, 2B: 22 Kbp) 
region near the 5’ end of the ICE that is typical of Type 2 ICEs. Annotation of the cargo genes in 
both ICE 2A and 2B showed the presence of a large number of transcriptional regulators that could 
result in global regulatory changes that may have an effect on the regulation of genes in the core 
genome (Table 12 and Table 13). Two genes encoding transporter proteins were distant homologs 
of antibiotic resistance genes (30-40% amino acid sequence identity), although based on their 
sequence divergence, it is more likely that they are involved in the transport of other molecules. 
ICE 2B also encoded a pair of toxin-antitoxin genes that could have been acquired from plasmids, 
suggesting that recombination between these two different MGEs has occurred and may be one of 
ways cargo gene regions can recombine in MPFG ICEs.  
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Figure 10 BLASTn comparison of Type 2 ICEs (A and B) in strain AUS239 against a Type 2 ICE from the Liverpool Epidemic Strain LESB58 Arrows represent putative 
CDSs and are coloured according to legend. Yellow-grey bars represent BLASTn alignments with the degree of percent identity according to the scale.  
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AUS239_02193 90 phnT Putative 2-aminoethylphosphonate import ATP-binding protein PhnT 
AUS239_02194 262 actIII_2 Putative ketoacyl reductase 
AUS239_02196 487 oprM_5 Outer membrane protein OprM precursor 
AUS239_02197 205 icaR_2 Biofilm operon icaADBC HTH-type negative transcriptional regulator IcaR 
AUS239_02199 369 czcA_2 Cobalt-zinc-cadmium resistance protein CzcA 
AUS239_02201 211 nicS_2 HTH-type transcriptional repressor NicS 
AUS239_02202 341 mhbM 3-hydroxybenzoate 6-hydroxylase 
AUS239_02203 142 azoR1_1 FMN-dependent NADH-azoreductase 1 
AUS239_02204 136 yybR_1 putative HTH-type transcriptional regulator YybR 
AUS239_02205 96 
 
IS66 Orf2 like protein 
AUS239_02206 527 
 
Transposase IS66 family protein 
AUS239_02207 332 bcr_3 Bicyclomycin resistance protein 
AUS239_02208 267 sdh Serine 3-dehydrogenase 
AUS239_02209 312 fabG_8 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier-protein] reductase FabG 
AUS239_02210 318 nlhH_1 Carboxylesterase NlhH 
AUS239_02211 397 
 










AUS239_02231 314 rhaS_2 HTH-type transcriptional activator RhaS 
AUS239_02233 308 kce_1 3-keto-5-aminohexanoate cleavage enzyme 
AUS239_02241 416 
 




AUS239_02243 577 recF_2 DNA replication and repair protein RecF 



















AUS239_02262 394 ydhP_2 Inner membrane transport protein YdhP 
AUS239_02263 232 hchA_1 Molecular chaperone Hsp31 and glyoxalase 3 
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AUS239_06246 323 yfeX_2 putative deferrochelatase/peroxidase YfeX 
AUS239_06247 272 
 
DNA-binding transcriptional regulator CynR 






DNA-binding transcriptional regulator CynR 
AUS239_06252 659 uvrB_2 UvrABC system protein B 
AUS239_06253 302 dmlR_39 HTH-type transcriptional regulator DmlR 
AUS239_06254 136 
 







AUS239_06257 92 frmR Transcriptional repressor FrmR 
AUS239_06258 370 frmA_2 S-(hydroxymethyl)glutathione dehydrogenase 
AUS239_06259 133 
 




AUS239_06261 277 frmB S-formylglutathione hydrolase FrmB 
AUS239_06262 436 yjlD NADH dehydrogenase-like protein YjlD 
AUS239_06263 438 rarA_2 Replication-associated recombination protein A 
AUS239_06264 622 nhaA Na(+)/H(+) antiporter NhaA 
AUS239_06265 884 uvrA_2 UvrABC system protein A 
AUS239_06267 106 prlF Antitoxin PrlF 


























From our collection PA14 strains, the PAPI-1 element appears to relatively stable, being absent 
in only one strain: AUS240 (Figure 11). The PAPI-1 element was also consistently found inserted 
into the same tRNALys gene (PA14_60150), although it has been shown to also insert into the 
second tRNALys (PA14_51660) gene in published P. aeruginosa genomes [134]. 
The conservation of PAPI-1 is likely due to its contribution to virulence and other adaptive 
phenotypes that contribute to the higher virulence of PA14 clones compared to P. aeruginosa 
strains that do not carry these ICEs [93]. Nevertheless, the success of a dominant P. aeruginosa 
strain in acute and chronic disease has been shown to be multi-factorial and the presence of an ICE 
may augment the virulence of a particular strain but is not absolutely essential [103]. Based on this 
analysis it could be hypothesised that the virulence profile of strain AUS240, encoding a different 
Type 1 ICE, might differ from strains that encode the original PAPI-1 element. 
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Figure 11 Cladogram of relationships between sequenced PA14 isolates, reference complete genome UCBPP-
PA14 and the outgroup genome PAO1 based on core genome SNPs. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of 
SNPs that were unique and mapped to that particular node on the tree. The figure also shows ICE acquisition events. 
Arrows indicated predicted acquisition and loss of ICE in PA14 lineage. Taxa coloured according to coloured rings in 
BRIG image (Figure 8). Branch lengths are not to scale. 
Although it is likely to be coincidental that the two strains with a diversity of MPFG ICEs were 
both isolated from the environment (river water and town water), it supports the hypothesis that 
environments with multiple species of Proteobacteria carrying MPFG ICEs act as reservoirs for 
these versatile elements. This melting pot of P. aeruginosa evolution is capable of generating 
diverse genotypes of which the most adaptable and virulent then go on to persist in human and 
animal infections.  
Previous methods used to detect the diversity of ICEs in P. aeruginosa involved either PCR or 
DNA hybridisation methods that were highly specific to known ICE sequences. These methods 
would not have been able to resolve the presence of an ICE variant such as the Type ICE 
replacement in AUS 240. Even if the nucleotide probes are similar enough to detect the presence of 
the core genes, the cargo content of the ICE can easily be different. With Type 2 elements, the 
sequence identity of the core ICE genes themselves would be too low to be detected by these DNA 
hybridisation methods, on top of being unable to resolve the variation of cargo regions. A study 
using microarray genotyping has previously shown that PA14 clones isolated from airways of a 
single Cystic Fibrosis patient showed variation in the hybridisation profiles of the MPFG ICE across 
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time [147]. Using genome sequencing data, the acquisition and replacement of MPFG ICEs can be 
resolved in detail at the sequence level to reveal important acquired cargo genes that form part of 
the dynamic P. aeruginosa genome.  
However, as ICEs are also a hotspot for repetitive elements, draft genomes can also be 
inadequate in resolving large repeats present within these ICEs that cannot be ordered or assembled 
fully. In order to overcome these shortcomings, better scaffolding information can be incorporated 
using methods such as mate-pair sequencing to span the repeated region. The availability of ‘third-
generation’ sequencing technologies such as the Pacific Biosciences SMRT sequencing will also 
continuously improve on the average read lengths that can are used to assemble bacterial draft 
genomes. These longer read lengths will be able to resolve repeated elements found within ICEs 
and has the potential of revealing a greater diversity of IS and transposons within ICEs that cannot 
be resolved at present time without targeted re-sequencing. Even with these completely assembled 
ICEs, the identification of the cargo composition and architecture of these ICE will still benefit 
from a curated reference database of core genes that adequately represents the variation of ICEs in 
P. aeruginosa.  
4.5. Conclusion 
The conservation of core genes in MPFG ICEs has made it possible to rapidly identify the 
variation between ICEs in draft genomes of P. aeruginosa. Using a reference dataset described in 
Chapter 3, we show that a sample of 5 strains from the PA14 clonal complex with identical MLST 
types showed differences in ICE composition that may have an impact on the virulence profile of 
individual strains within a clonal complex. 
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Chapter 5 :  General Discussion 
Whole genome sequence analysis is becoming an increasingly important tool for understanding 
the evolution of bacterial pathogenesis. With technical improvements and the increased 
accessibility of sequencing technologies, the number of bacterial genomes that will be available for 
comparative analyses will continue to increase rapidly. Maximising the potential of this data will 
require the use of scalable and innovative approaches. One of the major bottlenecks when it comes 
to analysing large datasets is the analysis of the accessory genome regions, which often represent 
the major differences in genome between two strains. Due to the dynamic and highly variable 
nature of the accessory genome a certain amount of manual curation is often required to make sense 
of the evolutionary histories behind the observed sequence. One aspect of accessory genome 
analysis that benefits from whole genome sequencing is the ability to identify novel genetic content 
which would otherwise not be detectable without a known reference, unlike older sequence-based 
hybridisation methods such as DNA microarray, hybridisation and PCR amplification. Most of 
these novel genes are brought into the genome as part of an MGE, further underscoring the need to 
understand the context of these acquisitions and the mechanisms involved. 
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Current automated approaches of characterising the accessory genome utilises prediction 
algorithms to identify accessory regions based on DNA signatures and gene content that are 
frequently associated with LGT [172, 173]. While these methods are generally useful and quite 
accurate at determining which regions are likely to be accessory elements, it only provides an 
overall view of which regions are laterally transferred but is unable to resolve how multiple 
recombination events have occurred. The characterisation of the MPFG family of ICEs that is the 
focus of this thesis uses a more element-centric approach to the characterisation one component of 
the accessory genome. Given that these elements constitute a large portion of intra-species diversity 
in several important species of pathogenic Proteobacteria, the knowledge of how these elements 
evolve is essential to understanding how they contribute to pathogenicity. Using representative 
MPFG ICEs found in Legionella and Pseudomonas, we were able to sample the diversity across two 
deep branching and prominent clades in the phylogeny of the MPFG ICE, with ICEs in Legionella 
representing a basal clade of the MPFG phylogeny and MPFG in Pseudomonas representing the most 
diverse and taxonomically heterogeneous clade (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 Maximum-Likelihood tree of the MPFG VirB4 subunit across Proteobacteria. Major clades have been 
collapsed into triangles for simplicity. The height of the triangles is proportionate to the number of taxa in the clade. 
The width of the triangles is proportionate to the length of the longest branch in the clade. Scale bar represents number 
of amino acid substitutions per site. The phylogeny was estimated using RAxML with model PROTGAMMALG using 
a ClustalO alignment of homologs of the MPFGVirB4 identified from all annotated whole genome sequences present in 
the NCBI RefSeq complete and draft genome database as of December 2013   
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5.1.1. Using an ICE-centric approach to characterise accessory regions 
Accessory genome elements such as ICEs are often the result of multiple recombination events, 
such as the integration of smaller MGEs or the addition and exchange of core modules. This is due 
to the nature of ICEs that drift between different bacterial host backgrounds, exposing them to 
opportunities to recombine with a plethora of other MGEs that are present in the cell at the same 
time. Interactions with IS and transposons are likely to be the main mechanism of cargo gene 
acquisition. The integration of IS and transposons are expected to occur randomly across the 
element depending on the specificity of the recombinase involved. Other integration mechanisms 
such as integrons would be able to acquire cargo genes in a more precise manner, ensuring the 
proper expression of the acquired genes [174]. The resulting cargo gene hotspots that are typically 
observed are likely to be due to the selection for cargo gene insertions that do not disrupt core ICE 
functions. 
One way to make sense of these recombination events is to refer to a phylogeny of a less 
variable part of the MGE, such as the core genes of the ICE backbone, to infer the order of events 
that have taken place. MPFG ICEs are a suitable candidate for this approach for several reasons. 
Firstly, their large size (~100 Kbp) means that they represent a considerable proportion of the 
genome, especially in smaller genomes and when multiple copies of the ICE are present at once. 
Large ICEs can also harbour a larger number of insertion events as well as larger sizes of cargo 
gene regions as seen in Type 2 ICEs of P. aeruginosa (Chapter 3). Secondly, MPFG ICEs also 
possess a relatively stable core backbone, comprised primarily of the MPF/T4SS gene cluster, 
which provides a reliable phylogenetic signal to reconstruct relationships between ICEs. The 
stability of the core backbone is supported by the fact that the core genes of these ICEs code for a 
complex molecular mechanism. This means that recombination within the core backbone is less 
likely to occur, due to the interdependence of the MPF genes to form a functional T4SS. An 
example of this can be seen in the very well conserved gene order of MPFG gene clusters across 
Proteobacteria (Chapter 2). Thirdly and perhaps most importantly, MPFG ICEs are already known to 
encode genotypes that are involved in pathogenesis, antibiotic resistance and other adaptive traits, 
providing proof of principle that these ICEs are also likely to be the source of other equally 
important genotypes. Examples that have been described are the antibiotic resistance gene carrying 
ICEHin1056 in Haemophilus influenza and the virulence enhancing PAPI-1 in P. aeruginosa and 
SPI-7 in Salmonella spp. [93, 94, 99]. 
Although MPFG ICEs are the focus of this thesis, this element-centric approach of analysing ICE 
in whole genome sequences can be adapted to any MGE with a stable and conserved core 
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backbone. Other ICEs which encode different types of MPF systems are also suitable candidates, 
such as the well known ICE SXT of Vibrio spp. encoding the MPFF system [58]. 
There are several points to consider when attempting to reconstruct a phylogeny that is truly 
representative of the evolution of MPFG ICEs. The high level of sequence divergence between 
members of the MPFG family results in homologs that can only be aligned at the amino-acid 
sequence level. The conservation of only a few amino-acid positions across the protein can produce 
inaccurate alignments of non-homologous positions, introducing erroneous signals into the 
phylogenetic estimation. In fact, one of the reasons that make MPFG ICEs so difficult to identify in 
draft genomes is that a BLASTn alignment of two divergent MPFG ICEs will not produce an 
adequate alignment that clearly shows the conserved modules of the ICE. This makes it easy to 
mistake the element as a partial fragment. One method of overcoming this is to use more sensitive 
profile-based alignment methods such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and Position-Specific 
Iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST) for each core gene representing the major ICE modules. A clustering 
of hits in the right order will then be able to more accurately and confidently predict the presence of 
an MPFG ICE. 
The second reason complicating the phylogenetic reconstruction of MPFG ICEs is evidence of 
recombination between the main modules of the ICE. The phylogeny of another conserved subunits 
of the MPFG, the T4CP (VirD4) has been shown to cluster differently from the VirB4 gene in MPFG 
[84]. Nevertheless, the several major clades were shared between the phylogenies of VirB4 and 
VirD4 suggesting that while recombination between VirB4 and VirD4 components have occurred; 
the VirB4 gene is a reasonable representative of a large part of the MPF operon. In order to get a 
more representative phylogeny, a combination of subunits including the VirB4 could be used to 
infer the relationships. 
5.1.2. The distribution of MPFG across Proteobacteria 
In Chapter 3, the taxonomic distribution of Type 1 MPFG ICEs was shown to be limited to 
Pseudomonas spp. compared to Type 2 and 3 MPFG ICEs, which had very close relatives in alpha 
and gamma Proteobacteria. This bacterial host preference can be attributed to the requirement of 
host-encoded proteins, such as a prepilin peptidase PilD, required by PAPI-1 for the complete 
formation of conjugative pili and transfer of the ICE [147]. Nevertheless, the inability to transfer the 
element does not exclude other neighbouring bacteria from still receiving the ICE. It is more likely 
though, that non-mobile ICE that cannot be transmitted to other cells are eventually lost from the 
population in the absence of other selective pressures to retain it. This suggests that purifying 
selection pressures for an ICE to be retained in an organism is not the only factor that determines its 
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prevalence in a bacterial community. An ICE’s efficiency at disseminating rapidly across a bacterial 
population also increases the chances that it finds a host niche that sustains its existence. 
The host-encoded PilD protein required by Type 1 ICE in P. aeruginosa is essential for the 
formation of a Type 4b pilus [147]. Interestingly, it was found that both the MPFG T4SS and Type 
4b pili (T4bp) genes were required for conjugation in P. aeruginosa and Enterobacteriaceae MPFG 
ICE [99, 147]. Despite their similar name, they are completely unrelated and only the T4SS is 
known to form a classical conjugation apparatus. Type T4bp are instead involved in the formation 
of bacterial aggregates in E. coli [175], which could possibly assist in the formation of a 
conjugative mating pair, together with the T4SS. Both MPFG T4SS and T4bp have been shown to 
be responsible for the formation pili structures on the cell surface. It is possible that in MPFG ICEs 
that code for both the T4SS and T4p, there is interplay between the two mechanisms. It is 
interesting to note that the presence of with T4bp is only found in MPFG ICE of Enterobacteria and 
some Pseudomonas, suggesting that this adaptation has occurred in some lineages and then 
subsequently lost in some lineages. 
Patterns of host range restriction that are similar to that of P. aeruginosa Type 1 ICE is also seen 
in MPFG ICEs of Enterobacteriaceae and Pasteurellaceae that are present in monophyletic clades 
consisting of only members of that bacterial family [94, 99] (Figure 12). Intriguingly, MPFG ICEs 
of Pasteurellaceae do not encode a T4bp, suggesting that there is different mechanism than the 
dependence on PilD that limits the distribution of the ICE to this family. 
MPFG ICEs in Legionella belong to a deep branching lineage that is basal to all other MPFG 
ICEs clades suggesting that it diverged much earlier from the ancestral element of all other MPFG 
ICEs (Figure 12). The identification of a unique structure of MPFG ICEs of Legionella shows the 
extent to which the loss or modification of MPFG ICEs modules can occur and still result in a 
mobile ICE.  
5.1.3. ICEs and the acquisition of antibiotic resistance. 
The large numbers of hypothetical genes that are introduced into the bacterial genome via MPFG 
ICEs are likely to represent only a fraction of the diversity of genes that are present in the 
environment. The functions of each of these genes are likely to be as diverse as the sequences that 
code for them, although the abundance of genes that code for functions that confer a fitness benefit 
to bacteria in the environment would expectably be higher. One of the over-represented classes of 
genes that are found on MPFG ICEs are involved in metal-resistance pathways that increase the 
survivability of bacteria when exposed to metal ions such as arsenic, copper, zinc and mercury. 
Metal ions occur naturally in the environment but are also a result of environmental pollutants due 
to industrial activities that may have selected for the increased presence of these metal-resistance 
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genes. This is reflected by the fact that some MPFG ICE-carrying bacteria were isolated from 
wastewater plants, including the members of the genus Pseudomonas spp. Additionally, it may be 
noted that the mechanism of resistance to metal ions are very similar to the mechanisms conferring 
resistance to antibiotics, for example, reducing membrane permeability, alteration or inactivation of 
metal ions, efflux of ions and the alteration of cellular targets that these ions bind to [176]. It could 
therefore be possible that the exaptation of these metal resistance mechanisms to antibiotic 
resistance mechanisms could be occurring and that we are yet able to identify these proteins due to 
the lack sequence similarity to known antibiotic resistance genes. 
5.1.4. Concluding remarks 
The work described in this thesis has expanded our understanding of the diversity of MPFG 
systems in Legionella and Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the significance of these ICEs in 
promoting the flow of genetic material between members of the same species and between different 
bacterial strains that share the same environment. The scalability of analyses is an important 
consideration moving forward into an era where bacterial genomes are becoming increasingly 
common and the numbers of genomes that need to be analysed increases rapidly. Another important 
criterion is the ability to handle incomplete draft genomes that will be the standard of whole 
genome data in the foreseeable future until it becomes more feasible to generate complete and 
finished genomes. By taking into account phylogenetic relationships, homology and synteny, the 
framework used in this thesis to analyse ICEs is a step towards a fully scalable method for 
analysing ICEs in draft genomes.  
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